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Abstract

Yes, it makes a lot of sense. This paper studies how to design simple loss functions for central banks, as parsimonious approximations to social welfare. We show, both analytically and quantitatively, that simple loss functions should feature a high weight on measures of economic activity, sometimes even larger than the weight on inflation. Two main factors drive our result. First, stabilizing economic activity also stabilizes other welfare relevant variables. Second, the estimated model features mitigated inflation distortions due to a low elasticity of substitution between monopolistic goods and a low interest rate sensitivity of demand. The result holds up in the presence of measurement errors, with large shocks that generate a trade-off between stabilizing inflation and resource utilization, and also when ensuring a low probability of hitting the zero lower bound on interest rates.
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1 Introduction

The formulation of objectives for central banks is a classical issue in economics. The natural premise when society assigns an objective for its central bank is that it should aggrandize welfare for its citizens. The recent global financial crisis and sovereign debt crisis in Europe, which caused central banks to slash interest rates and unleash large purchases of government bonds to prevent deflationary spirals and another great depression, have stimulated a vibrant discussion about the role of central banks in the economy and what their objectives should be. The purpose of this paper is to contribute to this important discussion.

In the 1970s and 1980s, variable and high rates of price inflation led many countries to delegate the conduct of monetary policy to “instrument-independent” central banks. Drawing on learned experiences, many societies gave their central banks a clear mandate to pursue price stability and instrument independence to achieve it.1 Advances in academic research, notably the seminal work of Rogoff (1985) and Persson and Tabellini (1993), supported a strong focus on price stability as a means to enhance the independence and credibility of monetary policymakers. As discussed in further detail in Svensson (2010), an overwhelming majority of these central banks also adopted an explicit inflation target to further strengthen credibility and facilitate accountability. For example, the mandate of the European Central Bank is to maintain price-stability, without any explicit responsibility for economic activity.2

One exception to the reigning central banking practice is the U.S. Federal Reserve, which since 1977 has been assigned the so-called “dual mandate” which requires it to “promote maximum employment in a context of price stability”. Only as recently as January 2012, the Fed announced an explicit long-run inflation target but also made clear its intention to keep a balanced approach between mitigating deviations of both inflation and employment from target.

Our reading of the academic literature to date, perhaps most importantly the seminal work by Woodford (2003), is that a welfare-maximizing central bank should be assigned only a small weight to measures of economic activity in its objective.3 In the same model framework, Blanchard and

---

1 The academic literature often distinguishes between goal- and instrument-independent central banks. Goal independence, i.e. the freedom of the central bank to set its own goals, is difficult to justify in a democratic society. However, instrument independence, i.e. the ability of the central bank to determine the appropriate settings of monetary policy to achieve a given mandate without political interference, is arguably less contentious if the central bank can be held accountable for its actions.

2 The primary objective of the European Central Bank, set out in Article 127(1) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, is to maintain price stability within the Eurozone. The ECB Governing Council in October 1998 defined price stability as HICP inflation year-on-year increase of close but under 2 percent.

3 Drawing on results in Rotemberg and Woodford (1998), Woodford (2003) showed that the objective function of households in a basic New Keynesian sticky-price model could be approximated as a (purely) quadratic function in inflation and the output gap, with the weights determined by the specific features of the economy.
Gali (2007) established that stabilizing inflation allows the central bank to simultaneously stabilize welfare-relevant measures of economic activity—a property known as the “divine coincidence”. Taken together, these findings suggest that the strong focus on inflation stabilization by prominent central banks like the ECB is sufficient for macroeconomic stabilization, and that the focus on resource utilization in the Fed’s mandate is redundant or even harmful.

But is a dual mandate really harmful, or could it in fact benefit societies? In this paper we revisit this issue. We argue that a high weight on standard measures of economic activity—e.g. the output gap—is beneficial for society as it serves as an overall proxy for other welfare relevant variables. To make this point, we start with an analysis of standard flexible inflation targeting mandates in the canonical New Keynesian sticky price and wage model of Erceg, Henderson and Levin (2000), EHL henceforth. This model is convenient for our purposes, because it allows us to derive some general analytical results for the output gap weight in a standard inflation-output gap loss function in a framework with both wage and price stickiness.

However, the analysis with the canonical model demonstrates that the merits of a dual mandate depend on the structure of the economy (distortions in goods and labor markets) as well as shocks creating a trade-off between inflation and output gap stabilization. We therefore complement this analysis with numerical simulations in an estimated medium-scale model. Specifically, we use the workhorse Smets and Wouters (2007) empirical model—SW henceforth—of the U.S. economy to examine how a simple objective for the central bank should be designed in order to approximate the welfare of households in the model economy as closely as possible. The SW model is very useful for our purposes, as it represents a prominent example of how the U.S. economy can be described by a system of dynamic equations consistent with optimizing behavior. As such, it should be less prone to the Lucas (1976) critique than other prominent studies on optimal monetary policy that are based on backward-looking models (see e.g. Rudebusch and Svensson, 1999, and Svensson, 1997). Moreover, many of the existing papers which use models based on optimizing behavior have often relied on simple calibrated models without capital formation. Even though policy recommendations are model consistent, their relevance may be questioned given the simplicity of these models and the fact that they have not been estimated.

By complementing our analytical results in the canonical EHL model with a normative analysis

---

4 Consistent with this argument, several papers estimating dynamic general-equilibrium models that are closely related to the SW model have also found that the deep parameters are largely invariant to alternative assumptions about the conduct of monetary policy. For example, see Adolfson, Laséen, Lindé and Svensson (2011), Ilbas (2012), and Chen, Kirsanova and Leith (2013).

5 See e.g. the classical paper by Clarida, Gali and Gertler (1999).
in an empirically realistic model, this paper provides both theoretically coherent and empirically relevant policy recommendations. We can, for instance, examine if the Federal Reserve’s strong focus on resource utilization improves households’ welfare relative to a simple mandate that focuses more heavily on inflation. Although the exact details of our results are based on U.S. data, we believe they are rather general and relevant for many other economies. Both VAR evidence (see e.g. Angeloni et al., 2003) and estimated New Keynesian models (see e.g. Christiano, Motto and Rostagno, 2010) suggest that the transmission of monetary policy, the structure of the economy, and shocks are very similar in the European economies.

The benchmark to which we compare the simple mandates is Ramsey policy. Even though it is optimal to implement the Ramsey policy directly, the overview of central banking mandates by Reis (2013) and Svensson (2010) shows that no advanced country has asked their central bank to implement such a policy for society. Instead, many central banks are mandated to pursue a simple objective that involves only a small number of economic variables. We believe there are several important reasons for society to assign the central bank a simple mandate. First, it would be for all practical purposes infeasible to describe the utility-based welfare criterion for an empirically plausible model, as it would include too many targets in terms of variances and covariances of different variables. Instead, a simple objective facilitates communication of policy actions with the public and makes the conduct of monetary policy more transparent. Second, a simple mandate also enhances accountability of the central bank, which is of key importance. Third and finally, prominent scholars like Svensson (2010) argue that a simple mandate is more robust to model and parameter uncertainty than a complicated state-contingent Ramsey policy.

We assume that the central bank operates under commitment when maximizing its simple objective. We believe commitment is a good starting point for three reasons. First, the evidence provided by Bodenstein, Hebden and Nunes (2012), DeBortoli, Maih and Nunes (2014), and DeBortoli and Lakdawala (2015) suggests that the Federal Reserve operates with a high degree of commitment. Second, since simple interest rate rules as well as Ramsey policy imply commitment, this assumption enables us to directly compare such frameworks with the simple objectives we consider. Third and finally, the University of Michigan and the Survey of Professional Forecasters

---

6 The dual mandate was codified only in the Federal Reserve Reform Act of 1977. See Bernanke (2013) for a summary of the Federal Reserve’s one hundred years.

7 For instance, the utility-based welfare criterion in the SW model contains more than 90 target variables. See also Edge (2003), who derives analytically the welfare criterion for a model with capital accumulation.

8 As an alternative to simple mandates, Taylor and Williams (2010) argue in favor of simple and robust policy rules.

9 By contrast, Rogoff (1985) assumes that the central bank operates under discretion.
measures of long-term expected inflation rates have remained well anchored during the crisis. This indicates that the Federal Reserve was able to credibly commit to price stability, although it has communicated a strong emphasis on stabilizing the real economy.

Our main findings are as follows. First, analytical results within the simple canonical sticky price-wage model of EHL shows that it is often optimal to place a high weight on resource utilization (output gap) in a simple mandate which omits nominal wage inflation and only includes price inflation and the output gap. In particular, this is the case if the sensitivity of the price and wage Phillips curves to the output gap both are of similar magnitude, an assumption which seems to hold empirically (see e.g. Christiano et al., 2010, and Smets and Wouters, 2007). This result is at odds with the conventional wisdom and is essentially driven by the fact that the output gap summarizes the welfare relevant frictions in the goods and labour markets.

Second, in line with the analytical results in the stylized model, our numerical analysis with the SW model shows that a positive weight on any of the typical resource utilization variables like the output gap, the level of output (as deviation from a linear trend), and the growth rate of output improves welfare significantly. And the results hold up when imposing realistic limitations on the extent to which monetary policy makers change policy interest rates. Moreover, among these measures, a suitably chosen weight on the model-consistent output gap delivers the lowest welfare loss. Specifically, we find that in a simple loss function—with the weight on annualized inflation normalized to unity—the optimized weight on the output gap is about 1. This value is considerably higher than the reference value of 0.048 derived in Woodford (2003) and the value of 0.25 assumed by Yellen (2012).10 The high weight on the output gap stems from several empirically relevant characteristics in the estimated model that reduce the importance of inflation relative to the output gap. These include a low elasticity of substitution between monopolistic goods, price indexation to lagged inflation by non-optimizing firms, and a low interest rate sensitivity of demand. In addition, the model features real rigidities which enables it to account jointly for the macroeconomic evidence of a low sensitivity of prices (wages) to marginal costs (labor wedge) and the microevidence of frequent price (wage) re-optimization (3-4 quarters). The moderate degree of price stickiness, in turn, makes inflation fluctuations less costly relative to output fluctuations. Our basic finding that the central bank should respond vigorously to resource utilization is consistent with the arguments in Reifschneider, Wascher and Wilcox (2013) and English, López-Salido and Tetlow (2013).

10 Yellen (2012) assumed a value of unity for the unemployment gap, which by the Okun’s law translates into a value of 0.25 for the output gap.
In the SW model, the chosen weight for the output gap has important implications for inflation volatility, as the model features a prominent inflation-output gap trade-off along the efficient frontier as defined in the seminal work of Taylor (1979) and Clarida, Galí and Gertler (1999). At first glance, this inflation-output gap trade-off may appear to be contradictory to Justiniano, Primiceri and Tambalotti (2013), who argue that there is no important trade-off between stabilizing inflation and the output gap. However, the different findings can be reconciled by recognizing that the key drivers behind the trade-off in the SW model—the price- and wage-markup shocks—are absent in the baseline model analyzed by Justiniano et al. (2013). While our reading of the literature is that considerable uncertainty remains about the role of these inefficient shocks as drivers of business cycle fluctuations, we want to stress that our results hold regardless. In particular, if inefficient shocks are irrelevant for business cycle fluctuations, then stabilizing inflation or output is approximately equivalent and attaching a high weight to output is still optimal. And as long as inefficient shocks do play some role—as in SW—then the high weight on output stabilization becomes imperative for the simple mandate to mimic Ramsey policy.

Our third important finding is that a large weight on the output gap remains optimal even when we assume that the gap is measured with significant errors in real time. When we calibrate the size and persistence of the measurement errors for the output gap following the work by Orphanides and Williams (2002), the optimal weight on the output gap drops only modestly from 1.04 to 0.96. In addition, even when the output gap is measured with significant errors in real time, it remains a better target variable than output as deviation from a linear trend or the GDP growth rate. So the common “measurement error” counterargument against targeting the output gap is without merit according to our analysis.

Fourth and finally, we find that a loss function with nominal wage inflation and the hours gap provides a good, or even better approximation to the household true welfare function than a simple standard inflation-output gap based objective. As is the case with the inflation-output gap based simple objective, the hours gap—defined as the difference between actual and potential hours worked per capita—should be assigned a large weight in such a loss function. The reason why targeting labor market variables provides a better approximation of the Ramsey policy is that the labor market in the SW model features large nominal wage frictions and markup shocks, and it is equally or potentially even more important to correct these frictions in factor markets than to correct the distortions in the product markets (sticky prices and price markup shocks).

The alternative model of Justiniano et al. (2013) includes wage-markup shocks and is closer to the model in this paper.
This paper proceeds as follows. We start in Section 2 by describing how to compute the Ramsey policy and to evaluate the alternative monetary policies. In Section 3, we present the analytical results with the EHL model. In Section 4, we turn to the numerical analysis with the SW model. The robustness of the results in the SW model along some key dimensions is subsequently discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 provides some concluding remarks and suggestions for further research.

2 The Utility-Based Welfare Criterion

We start by deriving and discussing our utility-based welfare criterion. Rotemberg and Woodford (1998) showed that—under the assumption that the steady state satisfies certain efficiency conditions—the objective function of households can be transformed into a (purely) quadratic function using the first-order properties of the constraints. With this quadratic objective function, optimization subject to linearized constraints would be sufficient to obtain accurate results from a normative perspective. Some assumptions about efficiency were unpalatable as exemplified by the presence of positive subsidies that would make the steady state of the market equilibrium equivalent to that of the social planner.\textsuperscript{12} Therefore, many researchers—including Benigno and Woodford (2012)—extended the LQ transformation to a general setting without the presence of such subsidies. Benigno and Woodford (2012) demonstrated that the objective function of the households could be approximated by a (purely) quadratic form:

\[ \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} E_0 [\beta^t U(X_t)] \simeq \text{constant} - \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} E_0 [\beta^t X_t' W^H X_t], \]  

(1)

where \(X_t\) is a \(N \times 1\) vector with the model variables measured as their deviation from the steady state; therefore, \(X_t' W^H X_t\) is referred to as the quadratic approximation of the household utility function \(U(X_t)\). We discuss the second-order approximation of the utility function and the resource constraints around the distorted steady state in more detail in Appendix A.

We define Ramsey policy as a policy that maximizes (1) subject to the \(N - 1\) constraints of the economy. While \(N\) is the number of variables, there are only \(N - 1\) constraints provided by the SW model because the monetary policy rule is omitted. Unlike the efficient steady-state case of Rotemberg and Woodford (1998), second-order terms of the constraints do influence the

\textsuperscript{12} Even when theoretical research papers imposed these assumptions, most prominent empirically oriented papers including Christiano, Eichenbaum and Evans (2005) and Smets and Wouters (2003, 2007) did not assume the existence of such positive subsidies.
construction of the $W^H$ matrix in (1), and as detailed in Appendix C, we made assumptions on the functional forms for the various adjustment functions (for example, the capital utilization rate, the investment adjustment cost function, and the Kimball aggregators) that are consistent with the linearized behavioral equations in SW.

Since the constant term in (1) depends only on the deterministic steady state of the model, which is invariant across different policies considered in this paper, the optimal policy implemented by a Ramsey planner can be solved as

$$
\bar{X}_t^* \left( W^H; \bar{X}_{t-1} \right) \equiv \arg \min_{X_t} \mathbb{E}_0 \left[ \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \beta^t X'_t W^H X_t \right],
$$

(2)

where the minimization is subject to the $N - 1$ constraints in the economy, which are omitted for brevity. Following Marcet and Marimon (2012), the Lagrange multipliers associated with the constraints become state variables. Accordingly $\bar{X}_t' \equiv [X_t', \pi_t]$ now includes the Lagrange multipliers $\pi_t$ as well. For expositional ease, we denote these laws of motion more compactly as $\bar{X}_t^* \left( W^H \right)$.

Using (1) to evaluate welfare would require taking a stance on the initial conditions. Doing so is particularly challenging when Lagrange multipliers are part of the vector of state variables because these are not readily interpretable. We therefore adopt the unconditional expectations operator as a basis for welfare evaluation. The loss under Ramsey optimal policy is then defined by

$$
\text{Loss}^R = \mathbb{E} \left[ \left( X_t^* \left( W^H \right) \right)' W^H \left( X_t^* \left( W^H \right) \right) \right].
$$

(3)

Our choice of an unconditional expectation as the welfare measure is standard in the literature (see for instance Woodford, 2003). Furthermore, when the discount factor is close to unity—as is the case in our calibration—unconditional and conditional welfare are also quite similar.

The Ramsey policy is a useful benchmark. Obviously, in theory a society could design a mandate equal to the Ramsey objective (1). But in practice societies do not; instead, central banks are typically subject to a mandate involving only a few variables. To capture this observation, we assume that a society provides the central bank with a loss function

$$
\mathbb{E}_0 \left[ \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \beta^t X'_t W^{CB} X_t \right],
$$

(4)

See Jensen and McCallum (2010) for a detailed discussion about this criterion—with a comparison to the timeless perspective. They motivate the optimal unconditional continuation policy based on the presence of time inconsistency, since the policy would reap the credibility gains successfully. We note, however, that our approach does not exactly follow theirs in that their optimal steady state could be different from the steady state under the Ramsey policy in a model with steady-state distortions.

The unconditional criterion is equivalent to maximizing the conditional welfare when the society’s discount factor, $\bar{\beta}$ in the expression $(1 - \bar{\beta})^{-1} \mathbb{E}_0 \left[ \sum \bar{\beta}^t \left[ \bar{X}_t^{CB} \left(W^{CB}; \bar{X}_{t-1} \right) \right]' W^{society} \left[ \bar{X}_t^{CB} \left(W^{CB}; \bar{X}_{t-1} \right) \right] \right]$, is approaching unity. In our case, we have that $\beta^{0.993}$ based on the parameter values in Table A.1.
where $W^{CB}$ is a sparse matrix with only a few non-zero entries. The matrix $W^{CB}$ summarizes the simple mandates and will be specified in detail in our analysis. Given a simple mandate, the optimal behavior of the central bank is

$$
\tilde{X}_t^{\ast} (W^{CB}, \tilde{X}_{t-1}) = \arg \min_{X_t} \mathbb{E}_0 \left[ \sum_{t=0}^\infty \beta^t X_t' W^{CB} X_t \right].
$$

(5)

When the simple mandate does not coincide with the Ramsey policy, we have that $W^{CB} \neq W^R$ and therefore that $\tilde{X}_t^{\ast} (W^{CB}) \neq \tilde{X}_t^{\ast} (W^R)$\textsuperscript{15}. To compute the extent to which the simple mandate of the central bank approximates optimal policy, one can calculate its associated loss according to the formula:

$$
Loss^{CB} (W^{CB}) = \mathbb{E} \left[ (X_t^{\ast} (W^{CB}))' W^R (X_t^{\ast} (W^{CB})) \right].
$$

(6)

The welfare performance of the simple mandate is then found by taking the difference between $Loss^{CB}$ in eq. (6) and $Loss^R$ in eq. (3). In our presentation of the results, we express this welfare difference in consumption equivalent variation (CEV) units as follows:

$$
CEV = 100 \left( \frac{Loss^{CB} - Loss^R}{\bar{C} \left( \frac{\partial U}{\partial C|s.s.} \right)} \right),
$$

(7)

where $\bar{C} \left( \frac{\partial U}{\partial C|s.s.} \right)$ can be interpreted as how much welfare increases when consumption in the steady state is increased by one percent. That is, $CEV$ represents the percentage point increase in households’ consumption, in every period and state of the world, that makes them in expectation equally well-off under the simple mandate as they would be under Ramsey policy\textsuperscript{16}. Moreover, (7) makes it clear that our choice to neglect the policy-invariant constant in (1) when deriving the Ramsey policy in (2) is immaterial for the results in our paper since all alternative policies are evaluated as difference from the loss under Ramsey.

So far we have proceeded under the assumption that the law governing the behavior of the central bank specifies both the variables and the weights in the quadratic objective, i.e. $W^{CB}$ in (4). But in practice, the mandates of central banks are only indicative and not entirely specific on the weights that should be attached to each of the target variables. A straightforward way to model

\textsuperscript{15} One can only obtain that $W^{CB} \neq W^R$ and $\tilde{X}_t^{\ast} (W^{CB}) = \tilde{X}_t^{\ast} (W^R)$ in special circumstances. Related to this point, we will show in the analysis that if certain trade-offs are not salient in the model then changing certain coefficients in $W^{CB}$ will not affect welfare much.

\textsuperscript{16} Given presence of habits, there are two ways to compute $CEV$. One can choose whether the additional consumption units do or do not affect the habit component (lagged consumption in each period). Consistent with the convention (see e.g. Lucas, 1987, and Otrok, 2001) of increasing the steady-state consumption in all periods, our chosen measure is calibrated to the case where both current and lagged consumption are increased. It is imperative to understand that the ranking of the mandates is invariant with respect to which measure is used. The only difference between the two measures is that the other measure is $3.4125$ times smaller, reflecting that accounting for the habit component requires a larger steady-state compensation. In the limit when the habit coefficient $\pi$ is set to unity, households would need to be compensated in terms of consumption growth.
this is to assume that society designs a law $\Omega$ that constrains the weights on some variables to be equal to zero, without imposing any restriction on the exact weight to be assigned to the remaining variables. When determining the simple mandate consistent with the law $\Omega$, we assume the central bank is benevolent and selects a weighting matrix, $W^{CB^*}$, which minimizes the expected loss of the society. Formally,

$$W^{CB^*} = \arg\min_{W \in \Omega} E \left[ (X^*_t(W))' W^H (X^*_t(W)) \right],$$

where the weighting matrix $W^H$ is defined by (1).

To sum up, our methodology can examine the performance of simple mandates that central banks are typically assigned with. This statement is true whether the simple mandate specifies both the target variables and the exact weights, or whether the target variables are specified but the weights are loosely defined. In this latter case, our exercise can inform central banks of the optimal weights, and ultimately society about whether bounds on certain weights should be relaxed or not. Finally, it should be noted that our approach described above is similar in spirit to the extensive literature that has studied how simple interest rate rules should be designed to mimic optimal policy as closely as possible; see for example Juillard et al. (2006), Levin et al. (2005), Kim and Henderson (2005), and Schmitt-Grohé and Uribe (2007). The key difference with this literature is that we focus on simple mandates, and the variables that should be included in the simple mandate are not necessarily those that make simple rules mimic the Ramsey policy.

3 Analytical Results in a Canonical New Keynesian Model

This section considers the canonical sticky-price and sticky-wage model with fixed capital by Erceg, Henderson and Levin (2000) to build intuition for the analysis with the workhorse SW model with endogenous capital. The key insight is that stabilizing the output gap also helps stabilize additional welfare relevant variables. For this reason, it is desirable to attach a significant weight to the output gap in simple mandates that do not include all the welfare relevant targets. We show analytically that under certain conditions the weight on the output gap should be infinite. More generally, we derive an approximate expression for the weight on the output gap, which can be easily calculated using a few simple statistics.
The EHL model is characterized by the equations

\[ \pi_t^P = \beta E_t \pi_{t+1}^P + \kappa_p y_t^{gap} + \vartheta_p \omega_t^{gap} \]  
\[ \pi_t^\omega = \beta E_t \pi_{t+1}^\omega + \kappa_w y_t^{gap} - \vartheta_w \omega_t^{gap} \]  
\[ \omega_t^{gap} \equiv \omega_{t-1}^{gap} + \pi_t^\omega - \pi_t^P - \Delta_1 \]  

Eqs. (9) and (10) are the New-Keynesian Phillips curves describing the evolution of price inflation \((\pi_t^P)\) and wage inflation \((\pi_t^\omega)\) as a function of the output gap \((y_t^{gap})\) and the real wage gap \((\omega_t^{gap})\). The latter variable, defined in eq. (11), measures the deviation of the actual real wage \(\omega_t\) from its frictionless counterpart \((\omega_t^P)\). \(\beta\) denotes the discount factor, and the composite parameters \(\kappa_p\) and \(\vartheta_p\) (\(\kappa_w\) and \(\vartheta_w\)) are both inversely related to the probability of the firm (household) not being able to re-optimize its price (nominal wage), implying that their values fall when the degree of price (wage) stickiness increases.\(^{17}\)

The quadratic approximation to the household utility is given by

\[ Loss_t^R = -\frac{1}{2} \left[ (\pi_t^P)^2 + \lambda^{opt}_w (\pi_t^P)^2 + \lambda^{opt}_y (y_t^{gap})^2 \right], \]  

where \(\lambda^{opt}_w \equiv \frac{\epsilon_w (1-\alpha)}{\epsilon_p} \frac{\vartheta_p}{\vartheta_w}\) and \(\lambda^{opt}_y \equiv \left( \sigma_c + \frac{\alpha + \alpha}{1-\alpha} \right) \frac{\vartheta_p}{\epsilon_p}\) denote the weights on wage inflation and output gap relative to price inflation, whereas the parameters \(\epsilon_p\) and \(\epsilon_w\) are the elasticities of substitution between goods and labour varieties, respectively, whereas \(\sigma_c\) denotes the intertemporal elasticity of substitution of consumption, \(\sigma_t\) the inverse of the Frisch elasticity of labour supply, and \(\alpha\) is the (fixed) capital income share.

For our purposes, we consider that the central bank is assigned the following simple mandate,

\[ L_t^{CB} = -\frac{1}{2} \left[ (\pi_t^P)^2 + \lambda_y (y_t^{gap})^2 \right], \]  

which does not include one of the target variables in the social loss function \(L_t^R\), namely wage inflation.\(^ {18}\) Next, we study how to select the appropriate weight \(\lambda_y\) so that the actual central bank policy under this simple but suboptimal mandate is as close as possible to the optimal policy (i.e. minimize \(L_t^{CB} - L_t^R\)).

A critical feature of this economy is that it is not possible to simultaneously stabilize the output gap and the two inflation rates. For example, in response to changes in the natural real-wage—e.g. due to changes in productivity—perfectly stabilizing the output gap requires a change in the real\

\(^{17}\) Additional details on the model can be found, for instance, in Galí (2008), Ch. 6.

\(^{18}\) This is without loss of generality. The same considerations would apply as long as only one inflation rate is included.
wage, and thus a change in either prices or nominal wages (or both). As a result, as it can be seen from eqs. (9)-(11), it is not feasible to achieve simultaneously $y_{t}^{gap} = 0$, $\pi_{t}^{p} = 0$, and $\pi_{t}^{w} = 0$.

Nevertheless, combining eqs. (9) and (10) gives that the composite inflation index $\vartheta_{w} \pi_{t}^{p} + \vartheta_{p} \pi_{t}^{w}$ evolves according to

$$\vartheta_{w} \pi_{t}^{p} + \vartheta_{p} \pi_{t}^{w} = \beta E_{t} \left[ \vartheta_{w} \pi_{t+1}^{p} + \vartheta_{p} \pi_{t+1}^{w} \right] + (\vartheta_{w} \kappa_{p} + \vartheta_{p} \kappa_{w}) y_{t}^{gap}. \quad (14)$$

This equation implies that perfectly stabilizing the output gap leads to perfect stabilization of the composite inflation index $\vartheta_{w} \pi_{t}^{p} + \vartheta_{p} \pi_{t}^{w}$, where a higher weight is attached to the inflation rate of the sector of the economy where nominal rigidities are more severe. Thus, stabilizing the output gap also mitigates the costs of nominal rigidities both in the goods and in the labor markets. In what follows, we study under which circumstances such a policy is actually desirable.

3.1 Benchmark case: Equal Slope of Price and Wage Phillips Curves

Let’s first consider a benchmark case of equal slope of the price and wage Phillips curves, that is $\kappa_{p} = \kappa_{w} \equiv \kappa$. According to the findings in Smets and Wouters (2007) for the U.S. and Christiano, Motto and Rostagno (2010) for the euro area (and the U.S.), this case is arguably empirically relevant and has the virtue that the model admits an analytical solution with $\lambda_{w}^{opt} = \vartheta_{p}/\vartheta_{w}$. As shown in Appendix B, the optimal Ramsey policy can in this case be described by the targeting rule

$$\vartheta_{w} \pi_{t}^{p} + \vartheta_{p} \pi_{t}^{w} = -\frac{\lambda_{w}^{opt}}{\kappa} \vartheta_{w} \left( y_{t}^{gap} - y_{t-1}^{gap} \right), \quad (15)$$

which combined with eq. (14) implies that in equilibrium $y_{t}^{gap} = 0$ and $\vartheta_{w} \pi_{t}^{p} + \vartheta_{p} \pi_{t}^{w} = 0$ in all periods $t \geq 0$.\(^{19}\)

The intuition for this result is as follows. In principle, tolerating some output gap may require smaller adjustments of price and wages, and thus reduce the costs associated with nominal rigidities. However, as it can be seen from eqs. (9) and (10), when the output gap is fully stabilized, price and wage inflation move in opposite directions, and their relative movements equals $-\vartheta_{p}/\vartheta_{w}$. If this ratio coincides with the weight on the variance of nominal wages in the loss function, $\lambda_{w}^{opt}$, there is no incentive to change the relative volatility of the two inflation rates. In addition, since $\kappa_{p} = \kappa_{w} = \kappa$, a unitary change in the output gap changes the two inflation rates by the same amount $\kappa$. Even though the volatility of one of the inflation rates may decrease, the welfare costs

\(^{19}\) Throughout our examples, we use the initial condition $y_{0}^{gap} = 0$, which is consistent with the optimal policy under commitment.
of nominal rigidities—\((\pi^p_t)^2 + \lambda^\text{opt}_w (\pi^w_t)^2\)—would necessarily increase. As a result, the central bank does not have any incentive to allow for fluctuations in the output gap, and strict output gap targeting is optimal. 

This reasoning and the conditions in eqs. (14) and (15) allow us to derive analytically the value of \(\lambda_y\) that maximizes households’ welfare in the simple mandate given by eq. (13). When doing so, we find that it is optimal to assign an infinite weight to output gap stabilization, i.e. \(\lambda_y = \infty\). Moreover, it turns out that the simple mandate in this case also replicates the optimal policy, so \(\text{Loss}_t^R = \text{Loss}_t^{CB}\) in equations (12) and (13).  

Any other weight \(\lambda_y\) in the simple mandate implies a welfare loss for households. For instance, there is a welfare loss if the central bank exclusively focuses on price stability or assigns a low/negligible weight on the output gap.

### 3.2 Case with Different Slopes of Price and Wage Inflation Schedules

When the sensitivity of price and wage inflation to the output gap differs, full stabilization of the output gap is generally not optimal. For non-symmetric calibrations, an analytical solution is not feasible, but under some additional simplifying assumptions it is still possible to derive an approximate optimal weight \(\lambda_y\). In particular, assume that the economy is in the steady state in period \(t-1\), i.e. \(\omega_{t-1} = \omega^u_{t-1} = 0\). In period \(t\), a transitory shock \(\omega^n_t \neq 0\) hits the economy, and in period \(t+1\) the economy is assumed to be back at steady state again, so that \(E_t \pi^p_{t+1} = E_t \pi^w_{t+1} = 0\). In this case, after using eq. (11) to substitute for \(\omega_t\), eqs. (9) and (10) simplify to

\[
\pi^p_t = \tilde{k}_p \tilde{\vartheta}^p_t \omega^n_t, \tag{16}
\]

\[
\pi^w_t = \tilde{k}_w \tilde{\vartheta}^w_t \omega^n_t, \tag{17}
\]

where \(\tilde{k}_p = \frac{\vartheta_p \kappa_p + \kappa_p (1+\vartheta_w)}{1+\vartheta_p + \vartheta_w}\), \(\tilde{\vartheta}^p \equiv -\frac{\vartheta_p}{1+\vartheta_p + \vartheta_w}\), \(\tilde{k}_w \equiv \frac{\vartheta_w \kappa_p + \kappa_w (1+\vartheta_p)}{1+\vartheta_p + \vartheta_w}\), and \(\tilde{\vartheta}^w \equiv \frac{-\vartheta_w}{1+\vartheta_p + \vartheta_w}\). Minimizing (12) subject to the latter two equations implies that under the optimal Ramsey policy

\[
y^\text{gap}_t = -\psi^\text{opt} \omega^n_t, \tag{18}
\]

with

\[
\psi^\text{opt} = \frac{\tilde{k}_p \tilde{\vartheta}^p_p - \tilde{k}_w \tilde{\vartheta}^w_w \lambda^\text{opt}_y}{\lambda^\text{opt}_y + \tilde{k}_p^2 + \lambda^\text{opt}_w \tilde{k}_w^2}. \tag{19}
\]

Note that optimal policy can also be implemented with a simple mandate that includes both price and wage inflation, with weight \(\lambda^\text{opt}_y = \tilde{\vartheta}_p / \tilde{\vartheta}_w\). This case is a knife-edge case because it requires the central bank to have a perfect estimate of \(\vartheta_w / \vartheta_p\). Even in this case any non-negative \(\lambda_y\) continues to be optimal, including \(\lambda_y = \infty\).
In this case, it is easy to show that a central bank which follows the simple mandate (13) implements the optimal equilibrium if (and only if) the weight on the output gap
\[
\lambda_y = \frac{\tilde{\psi}_p \tilde{\kappa}_p}{\psi_{\text{opt}}} - \tilde{\kappa}_p^2.
\]
(20)
The last equation indicates that an approximate measure for \( \lambda_y \) could be inferred from simple statistics. In particular, \( \lambda_y \) is inversely related to the parameter \( \psi_{\text{opt}} \) in eq. (19) which determines the volatility of output gap according to eq. (18) under the optimal policy. \( \psi_{\text{opt}} \), in turn, crucially depends on the differences between the parameters of the price inflation and wage inflation Phillips curve, i.e. \( \tilde{\kappa}_p \tilde{\vartheta}_p - \tilde{\kappa}_w \tilde{\vartheta}_w \lambda_{\text{opt}} \) as can be seen from eq. (18).\(^{21}\) Intuitively, in economies where wage and price inflation have similar impacts on the real activity, stabilizing the output gap helps achieving the optimal balance between the volatility of the two inflation rates. On the contrary, in economies where prices are much more rigid than wages (or where the price elasticity of output demand is higher than the wage elasticity of labour demand)—so that \( \tilde{\vartheta}_p \tilde{\kappa}_p \) is low, the optimal weight on the output gap should be low.

For instance, under the baseline calibration in Galí (2008), where wages are more rigid than prices, the parameters of the Phillips curve are \( \tilde{\kappa}_p = 0.02 \) and \( \tilde{\vartheta}_p = 0.04 \), while \( \tilde{\kappa}_w = 0.03 \) and \( \tilde{\vartheta}_w = 0.01 \). Those values implies that \( \psi_{\text{opt}} = 0.0021 \), and that the output gap should receive a weight that is about 6.5 times the weight on (annualized) inflation—arguably a much larger weight than under the conventional wisdom.\(^{22}\)

### 3.3 Additional Considerations

In more complex models, with several welfare relevant targets, it is often not possible to replicate the optimal policy by following a simple mandate. Nevertheless, the basic result that targeting the output gap helps to stabilize additional welfare-relevant variables and is therefore welfare enhancing to do so remains valid. Consider for instance the standard NK model with sticky prices and partial indexation (\( \nu_p \)) to past inflation for the non-optimizing …rms. In this case it is well known that the true welfare loss function is given by
\[
L^R = (\pi_t - \nu_p \pi_{t-1})^2 + \lambda_y \psi_{\text{opt}} (y_{\text{gap}})^2.
\]
However, suppose now that following common practice the central bank does not target the quasi-difference in inflation, but simply just inflation \( \pi_t \). In this case, it can easily be shown that the Ramsey policy is replicated
\[^{21}\] Consistently with the previous analysis, in the special case with \( \lambda_{\text{opt}} = \nu_p / \nu_w \) and \( \kappa_p = \kappa_w \equiv \kappa \), then \( \tilde{\kappa}_p \tilde{\vartheta}_p = \tilde{\kappa}_w \tilde{\vartheta}_w \lambda_{\text{opt}} \) and the optimal policy prescribes to fully stabilize the output-gap, i.e. \( \psi_{\text{opt}} = 0 \). Also, in the limiting case where either prices or wages are flexible, any value of \( \lambda_y \) would replicate the optimal policy, including \( \lambda_y = \infty \).
\[^{22}\] When simulating the full EHL model in Section 3.1, we find that the weight is even higher (38.5). Hence, the simplifying assumptions we made in order to deduce an analytical solution are not the driver of the high weight on the output gap.
only when $\lambda_y = \infty$ in the simple mandate (13). The intuition for this result is that even though the central bank is not targeting the welfare correct quasi-change in inflation $(\pi_t - r_0\pi_{t-1})$, the central bank effectively stabilizes the correct inflation variable by stabilizing the output gap.

Similar findings arise in models in which production sectors are heterogeneous in the degree of price stickiness or in the elasticities of substitution across various goods. For instance, in the model of Aoki (2001), if the central bank targets headline rather than core inflation, then stabilizing the output gap in the simple mandate is optimal.\textsuperscript{23} Moreover, Bodenstein, Erceg and Guerrieri (2008) and Natal (2012) argue that energy price fluctuations is yet another reason why a large weight on the output gap approximates optimal policy well.

Notably, Woodford (2003) acknowledges that output gap stabilization can deliver results very close to welfare optimal policies and has the advantage of producing very robust results under different calibrations. Erceg, Henderson and Levin (2000) also advocated the robustness and efficiency of output gap stabilization in the context of simple rules. However, even if our and their analyses have shown that there are several convincing theoretical arguments why the output gap deserves a large weight in simple mandates, there are also some key arguments not considered thus far that may limit the desirability of stabilizing measures of economic activity. One of them is the presence of inefficient price- and wage-markup shocks. As is shown in Appendix B, the introduction of shocks which creates a substantial trade-off between stabilizing inflation and the output gap makes it non-optimal to fully stabilize output gap fluctuations because doing so will create unwarranted excessive movements in price and wage inflation. An additional important consideration is the presence of measurement errors, which also may limit considerably the benefits of targeting the output gap. These and other issues are explicitly analyzed next in the context of the estimated workhorse SW model.

4 Quantitative Analysis

We now turn to the quantitative analysis within the workhorse model of Smets and Wouters (2007), which is outlined in greater detail in Appendix C. The model includes monopolistic competition in the goods and labor market and nominal frictions in the form of sticky price and wage settings, while allowing for dynamic inflation indexation. It also features several real rigidities: habit formation in consumption, investment adjustment costs, variable capital utilization, and fixed costs in

\textsuperscript{23} This insight is empirically relevant because, as noted in the introduction, the European Central Bank has a mandate in terms of headline rather than core inflation.
production. The model dynamics are driven by six structural shocks: the two inefficient shocks—a price-markup shock and a wage-markup shock—follow an ARMA(1,1) process, while the remaining four shocks (total factor productivity, risk premium, investment-specific technology, and government spending shocks) follow an AR(1) process. All the shocks are assumed to be uncorrelated, with the exception of a positive correlation between government spending and productivity shocks, i.e. $\text{Corr}(e^g_t, e^a_t) = \rho_{ag} > 0$.

Our main departure from the SW model concerns the behavior of the central bank. Rather than considering a Taylor-type interest rate rule and the associated monetary policy shock, we assume that the central bank sets its policies optimally, to best achieve its mandate—i.e. it minimizes its loss function subject to the structural constraints. The model parameters are fixed at the posterior mode of the SW original estimates. An alternative approach would be to allow for both parameter and model uncertainty (see e.g. Walsh, 2005). However, we believe it is instructive to start out by performing our exercise in a specific model, under specific parameter values. Throughout the analysis, we discuss the sensitivity of our results to alternative parameterizations.

### 4.1 Benchmark Results

Table 1 reports our benchmark results. The benchmark simple mandate we consider reflects the standard practice of monetary policy, and is what Svensson (2010) refers to as “flexible inflation targeting.” Specifically, we use the framework in Woodford (2003) and assume that the simple mandate can be captured by the following period loss function

$$
L^a_t = (\pi^a_t - \pi^a) + \lambda^a x^2_t,
$$

where $\pi^a_t$ denotes the annualized rate of quarterly inflation and $x_t$ is a measure of economic activity with $\lambda^a$ denoting its corresponding weight.

We consider three different measures of economic activity. Our first measure is the model-consistent output gap ($y^\text{gap}_t = y^a_t - y^\text{pot}_t$), i.e. the difference between actual and potential output, where the latter is defined as the level of output that would prevail if prices and wages were fully flexible and inefficient markup shocks were excluded. The second measure we consider is simply

---

24 Adolfson et al. (2012) find that the estimated deep parameters are invariant to assuming that the central bank follows a Taylor-type interest rate rule or assuming that it minimizes a standard loss function.

25 This measure of potential output is below the efficient level (roughly by a constant amount) because we do not assume that steady-state subsidies remove the distortions due to habits externalities and monopolistic competition. An alternative definition of potential output—e.g. the measures of the U.S. Congressional Budget Office—is based on the noninflationary maximum level of output. See Plosser (2014) for a discussion about these two measures from a policy perspective.
the level of output (as deviation from the deterministic labor-augmented trend, i.e. $y_t - \bar{y}_t$). Finally, we also consider annualized output growth in the spirit of the work on “speed-limit” policies by Walsh (2003).

| Table 1: Benchmark Results for “Flexible Inflation Targeting” Mandate in eq. (21). |
|-------------------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|
| Simple Mandate                | $\lambda^a$    | CEV (%)         | $\lambda^a$    | CEV (%)         | $\lambda^a$    | CEV (%)         |
| Woodford (2003)               | 0.048           | 0.471           | 0.048           | 0.554           | 0.048           | 0.611           |
| Dual Mandate                  | 0.250           | 0.140           | 0.250           | 0.276           | 0.250           | 0.404           |
| Optimized Weight              | 1.042           | 0.044           | 0.542           | 0.244           | 2.943           | 0.302           |

Note: CEV denotes the consumption equivalent variation (in percentage points) needed to make households indifferent between the Ramsey policy and the simple mandate under consideration according to eq. (7). The “Dual Mandate” refers to a weight of unity for the unemployment gap in the loss function (21), which translates into $\lambda^a = 0.25$ when applying a variant of Okun’s law. Finally, “Optimized Weight” refers to minimization of eq. (6) w.r.t. $\lambda^a$ in eq. (21).

The first two rows of Table 1 contain a comparison between two benchmark values of $\lambda^a$. In the first row of Table 1 we set $\lambda^a = 0.048$, corresponding to the welfare-maximizing weight on output-gap in Woodford (2003). The second row of Table 1 examines instead the dual mandate. In a recent speech, Yellen (2012) describes the dual mandate through a simple loss function that assigns equal weights for annualized inflation and the unemployment gap (i.e. actual unemployment minus the NAIRU). In addition, Yellen stipulates that the Federal Reserve converts the unemployment gap into an output gap according to a value of roughly 0.5—and such a value is based on the widely spread empirical specification of the Okun’s law $u_t - u_t^{pot} = (y_t - \bar{y}_t^{pot})/2$. Accordingly, the unit weight on the unemployment gap converts into a weight of $\lambda^a = 0.25$ on the output gap.

As we can see from the second row in Table 1, increasing the weight on real activity from the value of Woodford (2003) to the value consistent with the dual mandate significantly reduces welfare losses, namely by a factor of three for our benchmark measure of economic activity (the output gap), and by about a factor of two for alternative measures (output level and output growth). In all cases, the welfare gains are large compared to similar studies in the monetary policy literature—e.g. larger than the threshold value of 0.05% used by Schmitt-Grohe and Uribe (2007).

The last row in Table 1 displays the results when the weight $\lambda^a$ is optimized. The key finding is that the optimal value of $\lambda^a$ is much higher than the values considered so far, for all measures of economic activity. For example, the optimized coefficient for the output gap is 1.042. Coincidentally,
this is very similar to the unit weight on the unemployment gap as used in Yellen (2012). For the level of output (as deviation from trend), the optimized coefficient is lower (0.5) but still twice as high as implied by the dual mandate. In the case of output growth, the optimized coefficient is even higher (around 2.9), which essentially is a so-called speed-limit regime (see Walsh, 2003). Notably, our analysis shows that adopting a simple mandate with a high weight on any of the resource utilization measures improves welfare with respect to considering the model-based output gap but assigning to it a low weight—e.g. as in Woodford (2003). This is since assigning a high weight to detrended output or output growth in the loss function helps reducing considerably the volatility of output gap, albeit not to the same extent as when targeting it directly.

Figure 1: Consumption Equivalent Variation (percentage points) as Function of the Weight ($\lambda^a$) on Economic Activity.

Note: The figure plots the CEV (in %) for the simple mandate with inflation and: output gap (left panel), output level (middle panel), output growth (right panel) The coordinate with an ‘x’ mark shows the CEV for $\lambda^a = 0.01$, the ‘o’ mark shows the CEV for the optimized weight.

To gauge the sensitivity of the CEV with respect to the weight assigned to resource utilization, Figure 1 plots the CEV as a function of $\lambda^a$ for the three resource measures. Consistent with the results in Table 1, we see that there is quite some curvature of the CEV function for small values

---

29 We have also analyzed loss functions with a yearly inflation rate, i.e. $\ln(p_t/p_{t-4})$, instead of the annualized quarterly inflation rate in eq. (21). Our findings change little for this alternative inflation measure. For the output gap, for example, the optimized $\lambda^a$ is equal to 0.95 with a CEV of 0.044. These results are very close to our benchmark findings of $\lambda^a = 1.04$ and CEV= 0.044.
of $\lambda^a$ for all three measures. Moreover, for the output gap we see that values of $\lambda^a$ between 0.5 and 1.5 perform about equally well, whereas the mandate with detrended output has a higher curvature near the optimum. For output growth, the figure shows that any value above unity yields virtually the same CEV.

To clarify the mechanism behind our results, we follow Taylor (1979), Erceg, Henderson and Levin (1998), and Clarida et al. (1999) and study the main trade-offs involved in stabilizing measures of inflation vs. measures of economic activity through variance frontiers. Figure 2 plots the variance of price or wage inflation (horizontal axis), together with measures of economic activity (vertical axis), while letting the weight $\lambda^a$ vary from a small (0.01) to a large value (5.00). The slope of the resulting curve is referred to as the trade-off between the two variances. The upper panels refer to the benchmark loss function with price inflation and output gap. Panel A shows that there is a clear trade-off between stabilizing price inflation and the output gap. Indeed, a lower volatility of output gap is always associated with an increase in the volatility of price inflation. Instead, Panel B shows that there is not necessarily a trade-off between stabilizing output gap and wage inflation. For example, as long as $\lambda^a < 0.1$, reducing the volatility of output gap also reduces the volatility of wage inflation. In other words, and consistently with our theoretical results of Section 3, Figure 2 shows that increasing the weight $\lambda^a$ up to a value of 0.1 helps stabilizing not only the output gap, but also wage inflation—i.e. a welfare relevant variable not explicitly targeted by the central bank in its loss function. In fact, the volatility of nominal wage inflation remains lower relative to a benchmark strict inflation targeting loss function ($\lambda^a = 0.01$) for values of $\lambda^a$ up to 0.4 (not shown in Panel B). This explains why in this economy measures of economic activity should receive a relatively high weight in a central bank’s simple mandate that does not include all the welfare relevant targets.

The lower panels of Figure 2 plot variance frontiers when the measure of economic activity is given by the output level and output growth both in the loss function and the frontier itself. Panel D in the figure shows that the trade-off between stabilizing inflation and economic activity is most favorable when the resource utilization measure is output growth; the variance of annualized output growth can be reduced to nearly 1 percent without $\text{Var}(\pi_t^p)$ increasing by much. Moreover, the flatness of the CEV witnessed in the right panel of Figure 1 for values of $\lambda^a$ higher than optimal can be readily explained by the fact that panel D in Figure 2 shows that such values induce only small changes in the volatilities of inflation and output growth. For detrended output shown in panel C, the figure shows that the trade-off is most pronounced. Accordingly, values of $\lambda^a$ higher
than optimal translate into a higher curvature of the CEV function in Figure 1.

Figure 2: Variance Frontier for Alternative Resource Utilization Measures.

Note: The figure plots the variance frontier for the simple mandate with inflation and: output gap (Panel A), output level (Panel C), output growth (Panel D). Panel B shows the variance combination of the output gap and the annualized nominal wage inflation when varying $\lambda^a$ for the price inflation-output gap loss function (i.e. same loss function as in Panel A). The coordinate with an ‘x’ mark shows the volatility for $\lambda^a = 0.01$, the ‘o’ mark shows the volatility for the optimized weight, and the ‘+’ mark shows the volatility for $\lambda^a = 5$.

As noted in Section 2, a strength of the methodology used in this paper is that it can handle a non-efficient steady state. The results in Table 1 and Figure 1, however, are robust to allowing for subsidies to undo the steady-state distortions stemming from the presence of external habits, as well as firms’ and households’ monopoly power in price and wage setting. For detrended output and the output gap, the optimized weights are even larger when considering the efficient steady state; for example, $\lambda^a$ equals $2.34$ with an associated CEV of 0.0119 for the output gap when the steady state is efficient. For output growth, however, the optimized $\lambda^a$ is notably lower ($0.43$). But given the flatness of the CEV function in Figure 1, it is not surprising that the exact weight for output growth can be somewhat sensitive to the specific assumptions. Even so, the optimized weight remains relatively large, reflecting the larger curvature for smaller values of $\lambda^a$. In principle, moving from a distorted to an efficient steady state could make a big difference when we consider a model with relatively large distortions in both goods and labor markets. However, in our model, the surge in steady state output when removing these distortions are to a large extent offset by
removing external habit formation, so the efficient steady state level for output is only about 6 percent higher than our distorted steady state.  

4.2 The Importance of Real Activity

The key message from Table 1 is that the rationale for including some measure of real activity in the central bank’s objective is much more important than previously recognized either in policy circles or in previous influential academic work (e.g. Woodford (2003) and Walsh (2005)). By perturbing some of the parameters and shocks in the model, we seek to nail down why the model suggests that a high weight on real economic volatility improves household welfare.

We begin the analysis by using the SW parameters in Table A.1 to recompute \( \lambda^a \) according to the analytic formula provided in Woodford (2003):

\[
\lambda^a = \frac{16\kappa_x}{\phi_p - 1},
\]

where \( \kappa_x \) is the coefficient for the output gap in the linearized pricing schedule (i.e. in the New Keynesian Phillips curve), and \( \frac{\phi_p}{\phi_p - 1} \) is the elasticity of demand of intermediate goods. In the SW model, the NKPC is given by

\[
\pi_t - \epsilon_p \pi_{t-1} = \beta \gamma^{1-\sigma_p} (E_t \pi_{t+1} - \epsilon_p \pi_t) + \frac{(1 - \beta \gamma^{1-\sigma_p} \xi_p)(1 - \xi_p)}{\xi P((\phi_p - 1) \epsilon_p + 1)} mc_t + \epsilon^p_t. \tag{23}
\]

However, because the SW model features endogenous capital and sticky wages, there is no simple mapping between the output gap and real marginal costs within the fully fledged model. But by dropping capital and the assumption of nominal wage stickiness, we can derive a value of \( \kappa_x = 0.143 \) in the simplified SW model. \(^{31}\) From the estimated average markup \( \phi_p \), we then compute \( \lambda^a = 0.87 \). This value is considerably higher than Woodford’s (2003) value of 0.048 mainly for four reasons. First, the estimated gross markup in SW (1.61) implies a substantially lower substitution elasticity \( \frac{\phi_p}{\phi_p - 1} = 2.64 \) compared to Woodford’s value (7.88). If we replace Woodford’s value with the one estimated by SW, \( \lambda^a \) in eq. (22) rises to 0.30. Second, if we replace Woodford’s value of the intertemporal substitution elasticity (6.25) with the value estimated by SW (1.39), \( \lambda^a \) increases further to 0.59. Third, if we relax the assumption of firm-specific labor (the Yeoman-farmer model of Rotemberg and Woodford, 1997), we have that \( \lambda^a \) equals 0.80. The remaining small difference

---

\(^{30}\) See Levine, McAdam and Pearlman (2008) for a more detailed discussion of why the inefficient and efficient steady-states are not too different.

\(^{31}\) More specifically, we derive \( \pi_t - \epsilon_p \pi_{t-1} = \beta \gamma^{1-\sigma_p} (E_t \pi_{t+1} - \epsilon_p \pi_t) + \kappa_x \left[ x_t - \frac{\kappa}{\xi_p(1-\epsilon_p) x_t} \right] + \epsilon^p_t \) where \( x_t \) is the output gap and the slope coefficient \( \kappa_x \) equals \( \frac{(1 - \beta \gamma^{1-\sigma_p} \xi_p)(1 - \xi_p)}{\xi_p((\phi_p - 1) \epsilon_p + 1)} \left( \frac{1 + \sigma(1-\xi)}{1-\xi} \right) \).
to the SW value (0.87) can largely be explained by the slightly higher degree of price stickiness in Woodford’s calibration.

Fourth and finally, real rigidities in the form of the Kimball aggregators for prices and wages play an important role as they enable the SW model to fit the macroevidence of a low sensitivity of price (wage) inflation to marginal costs (labor wedge) while at the same time be consistent with the microevidence suggesting frequent price (and wage) re-optimization every 3-4 quarters (see e.g. Klenow and Malin, 2010, and Nakamura and Steinsson, 2013). Had the estimated Smets and Wouters (2007) model not included this feature, the price stickiness parameter would have been considerably higher (about 0.9 as in Smets and Wouters, 2003), and the optimal weight on the output gap considerably lower (about 0.05 according to eq. 22). But again, such a high degree of price stickiness is at odds with the microevidence, and the very reason why the SW model features Kimball aggregators.

It is important to recognize that this analysis is only suggestive as it omits some of the key features—wage stickiness and endogenous capital—in the fully fledged model. The analysis in Section 3 demonstrated that the optimal $\lambda^a$ depends on the relative degree of structural frictions in goods and labor markets. As a consequence, the obtained $\lambda^a$ above will only partially reflect the true structure of the fully fledged SW model. Even so, the analysis suggests that a large part of the gap between Woodford’s (2003) value and our benchmark finding of $\lambda^a = 1.042$ in the output gap case stems from differences in household preferences (intertemporal substitution elasticity of consumption and Yeoman-Farmer assumption) and the estimated substitution elasticity between intermediate goods.

With these results in mind, we turn to exploring the mechanisms within the context of the fully fledged model. Our approach is to turn off or reduce some of the frictions and shocks featured in the model one at a time to isolate the drivers of the results. The findings are provided in Table 2. The first row restates the baseline results with the optimized weight. The second row presents the optimized weight on the real-activity term when dynamic indexation in price- and wage-setting is shut down, i.e. $\tau_p$ and $\tau_w$ are calibrated to zero. All the other parameters of the model are kept unchanged. As can be seen from the table, the calibration without indexation lowers the optimized weight for the output gap to roughly 0.3—about a third of the benchmark value. In the other columns where real activities are captured by the level and the growth rate of detrended output, the optimized weights are also found to be about a third of the benchmark values.
Table 2: Perturbations of the Benchmark Model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>( x_t ): Output gap</th>
<th>( x_t ): Output (dev from trend)</th>
<th>( x_t ): Output growth (Ann.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple Mandate</td>
<td>( \lambda^a )</td>
<td>CEV (%)</td>
<td>( \lambda^a )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benchmark</td>
<td>1.042</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>0.542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Indexation</td>
<td>0.318</td>
<td>0.042</td>
<td>0.179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No ( \varepsilon^p_t ) Shocks</td>
<td>0.914</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.343</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No ( \varepsilon^w_t ) Shocks</td>
<td>2.094</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>0.355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small ( \varepsilon^p_t ) and ( \varepsilon^w_t ) Shocks</td>
<td>1.268</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td>0.112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No ( \varepsilon^p_t ) and ( \varepsilon^w_t ) Shocks</td>
<td>Large</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.161</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: “No Indexation” refers to setting \( \varepsilon_p = \varepsilon_w = 0 \); “No \( \varepsilon^p_t \) (\( \varepsilon^w_t \)) Shocks” refers to setting the variance of the price markup shock (wage markup shock) to zero; “Small \( \varepsilon^p_t \) and \( \varepsilon^w_t \) Shocks” means that the std. of these shocks are set to a 1/3 of their baseline values; and “No \( \varepsilon^p_t \) and \( \varepsilon^w_t \) Shocks” refers to setting the variance of both shocks to zero. “Large” means that the optimized value is equal or greater than 5.

To understand why indexation makes the real-activity term much more important than in a model without indexation, it is instructive to consider the simple New Keynesian model with indexation and sticky prices only briefly discussed in Section 3.3. As shown by Woodford (2003), this model generates the following approximated welfare-based loss function,

\[
(\pi_t - \pi_{\text{p}}\pi_{t-1})^2 + \lambda (y_{\text{gap}}^t)^2, \quad (24)
\]

where \( \pi_{\text{p}} \) is the indexation parameter in the pricing equation. Suppose further, for simplicity, that inflation dynamics in equilibrium can be represented by an AR(1) process \( \pi_t = \rho \pi_{t-1} + \varepsilon_t \). In this simple setup, the welfare metric can be expressed as

\[
E_0 \left[ (\rho - \pi_{\text{p}})^2 (\pi_{t-1})^2 + \lambda (y_{\text{gap}}^t)^2 \right], \quad (25)
\]

where the error term \( \varepsilon_t \) is absorbed into terms independent of policy. In more empirically relevant models like SW, inflation persistence \( (\rho) \) is in large part explained by the indexation parameters \( (\pi_{\text{p}} \text{ and } \pi_{\text{w}}) \) matter as well. Therefore, these two parameter values tend to be similar and the coefficient on the inflation term is accordingly smaller. Hence, in a loss function like ours (eq. 21) where the inflation coefficient is normalized to unity, the coefficient on real activity tends to become relatively larger—as evidenced in Table 1. Intuitively, in economies where prices have a component indexed to their lags, the distortions arising from inflation are not as severe. Consequently, there is less need to stabilize inflation.

Notably, even when we remove indexation to lagged inflation in price and wage settings, the optimal value of \( \lambda^a \) still suggests a very large role for targeting economic activity; in fact, the optimal value is still slightly higher than the value implied by the dual mandate.\(^{32}\) Moreover, one

\(^{32}\)Indexation to lagged inflation in wage-setting (\( \pi_{\text{w}} \)) matters more than dynamic indexation in price-setting in the model. Setting \( \pi_{\text{p}} = 0 \) but keeping \( \pi_{\text{w}} \) unchanged at 0.65 results in an optimized \( \lambda^a = 0.82 \), close to our benchmark optimized value. If in addition to setting \( \pi_{\text{p}} = \pi_{\text{w}} = 0 \) we set the inflation target to zero \((\pi^a = 0)\), then the model does not feature dynamic or static indexation. In this case the results are essentially identical to those reported in the no indexation case of Table 2.
can observe from Figure 3 that dropping dynamic indexation is associated with a rather sharp deterioration in the CEV when $\lambda^a$ is below 0.2. This finding suggests that a vigorous response to economic activity is indeed important even without indexation. This is a reassuring result.

Even though SW showed that excluding indexation to lagged inflation in price and wage setting is associated with a deterioration in the empirical fit (i.e. reduction in marginal likelihood) of the model, there is only weak support of indexation in micro-data.

Figure 3: CEV (in percentage points) as Function of $\lambda^a$ for Alternative Calibrations.

Note: The figure plots the CEV (in %) as a function of $\lambda^a$ for three different calibrations. The solid line refers to the benchmark calibration. The dotted line refers to the calibration in which $\lambda_p = \lambda_w = 0$. The dashed line refers to the calibration in which $\text{var}(\varepsilon_p^t) = \text{var}(\varepsilon_w^t) = 0$.

Rows 3–6 in Table 2 examine the role of the inefficient markup shocks in the model. By comparing the CEV results in the third and fourth rows, we see that the wage markup shock contributes the most to the welfare costs of the simple mandate. But the key point is that even when one of these shocks is taken out of the model, the central bank should still respond vigorously to economic activity in order to maximize household welfare. Only when the standard deviations of both shocks are reduced or taken out completely (rows 5 and 6), $\lambda^a$ falls for output and output growth. For the loss function with the model-consistent output gap, the weight $\lambda^a$ is large when shocks are reduced (row 5), and is even larger when the standard deviations of both inefficient shocks are set to nil (row 6).

When both shocks are set to nil, any $\lambda^a > 0.1$ produces roughly the same CEV of about 0.016 although a $\lambda^a \geq 5$ generates the lowest welfare loss relative to Ramsey as can be seen from Figure 3. This finding is supported by our analytical results in Section 3, which established that the weight
on the output gap should be very high in a simple mandate like eq. (21) when the distortions in goods and labor markets are of similar magnitude. Even so, the flatness of the CEV as a function of $\lambda^a$ in Figure 3 shows that there is only a weak trade-off between inflation and output gap stabilization in the absence of price- and wage-markup shocks. This suggests that the divine coincidence property holds approximately in this case, implying that the weight on the output gap is largely inconsequential. As an alternative to cutting the size of the markup shocks, we reduced the steady steady state gross markups from 1.61 ($\phi_p$) and 1.5 ($\phi_w$), respectively, to 1.20 following the evidence in Christiano, Eichenbaum and Evans (2005). Also under this parametrization, we find that a large weight on economic activity is optimal. For instance, the optimized $\lambda^a$ for the output gap equals 1.01.

In Figure 4, we depict variance frontiers when varying $\lambda^a$ from 0.01 to 5 for alternative calibrations of the model. We also include the implied $\{\text{Var} (\pi_t), \text{Var} (y_{gap}^t)\}$ combinations under Ramsey policy and the estimated SW policy rule with all shocks (marked by black ‘x’ and ‘+’ marks, respectively) and without the inefficient shocks (the blue ‘x’ and ‘+’ marks). As expected, we find that both the estimated SW rule and the Ramsey policy are outside the variance frontier associated with the simple mandate (solid black line), but the locus of $\{\text{Var} (\pi_t^a), \text{Var} (y_{gap}^t)\}$ for the optimized $\lambda^a$ is very close to the Ramsey policy. We interpret this finding as providing a strong indication that the simple mandate approximates the Ramsey policy well in terms of the equilibrium output gap and inflation, and not just in terms of CEV as seen from the results for the output gap in Table 1.\(^{33}\) The locus of the estimated SW rule is a bit further away from the optimized simple mandate with $\lambda^a = 1.042$, and is associated with a higher (lower) variance of the output gap (price inflation).

Turning to the role of the markups shocks, we see that the trade-off between inflation and output gap volatility is reduced notably but still remains sizeable when we set the standard deviation of the wage markup shocks to nil (dash-dotted green line) following the baseline model of Justiniano et al. (2013). The reason that the central bank has to accept a higher degree of inflation volatility in order to reduce output gap volatility in this case is that we still have the price markup shock active in the model. The price markups, however, are less important for the trade-off as can be seen from the red-dotted line, which demonstrates a notable trade-off with only wage markup shocks in the model. Only when both the inefficient shocks are excluded, the trade-off is relatively small.

\(^{33}\) It is imperative to understand that, although the Ramsey policy is associated with higher inflation and output gap volatility, the simple inflation-output gap mandate we consider is nevertheless inferior in terms of households’ welfare.
(dashed blue line in Figure 4, shown in more detail in the small inset box).

Figure 4: Variance Frontiers for Alternative Calibrations.

Note: The figure plots the variance frontier for several calibrations: benchmark (solid line), \( \text{var}(\pi_t^a) = 0 \) (dotted line), \( \text{var}(w_t) = 0 \) (dashed-dotted line), and \( \text{var}(\pi_t^a) = \text{var}(w_t) = 0 \) (dashed line). The ‘o’ mark shows the volatility for the optimized weight and benchmark calibration. The coordinates with an ‘×’ and the ‘+’ mark denote the Ramsey and SW policy rule, respectively. The box in the graph zooms in the case with \( \text{var}(\pi_t^a) = \text{var}(w_t) = 0 \).

Since substantial uncertainty remains about the importance of markup shocks over the business cycle, it is important to consider the likely case where at least a small proportion of the observed variation in inflation and wages is in fact driven by inefficient price- and wage-markup shocks. The fifth row in Table 2 reports results in which the standard deviations of both the inefficient shocks have been set to a third of their baseline values. For the wage-markup shock, this alternative calibration can be motivated by the empirical work by Galí, Smets and Wouters (2011), who can distinguish between labor supply and wage markup shocks by including the unemployment rate as an observable when estimating a model similar to the SW model. For the price markup shock, our choice is more arbitrary and follows Justiniano et al. (2013) by assuming that almost 90 percent of the markup shock variances are in fact variations in the inflation target.\textsuperscript{34}

Even in this case, the table shows that the resulting \( \lambda^a \) is still high for the output gap. The reason is that if all shocks are efficient then a high \( \lambda^a \) is still optimal (recall Figure 3), and if some

\textsuperscript{34} To account for inflation persistence without correlated price markup shocks, Justiniano et al. (2013) allow for serially correlated shocks to the Fed’s inflation target which are subsequently excluded in their optimal policy exercises.
shocks are indeed inefficient then a high $\lambda^a$ is required. Therefore, a high weight $\lambda^a$ is a robust choice if there is uncertainty about the inefficiency of the shocks; a high weight is optimal but not economically important when all shocks are efficient, and optimal and economically meaningful as long as a small proportion of the shocks is indeed inefficient.

This analysis clarifies that our results and those of Justiniano et al. (2013) are not in contradiction. First, note that the analysis is not directly comparable because their no trade-off result refers to a shift from the estimated historical rule to Ramsey policy, while our focus is on different weights in the objective function. Second, and as just explained, as long as there is uncertainty about the inefficiency of the shocks and the presence of a trade-off, a high weight $\lambda^a$ is a robust choice. In the next section, we show that this basic result holds up for some key modifications of the analysis.

5 Robustness Analysis

In this section, we explore the robustness of our results along some key dimensions. First, we examine to what extent adding labor market variables, such as hours worked and wage inflation, to the loss function improves welfare. Second, we consider the extent to which the implied interest rate movements for the simple mandates under consideration are reasonable, and if our results hold up when augmenting the loss function with interest rate term. Third and finally, we examine the robustness of the high output gap weight when assuming that the gap is measured with considerable errors in real time.\footnote{In Appendix D, we consider the merits of speed limit policies analyzed by Walsh (2003) and price- and wage-level targeting following Vestin (2006) and others. We find that they perform worse than the standard inflation-output objectives in Section 4; see the appendix for further details.}

5.1 Should Labor Market Variables be considered?

One of the reasons for the popularity of inflation targeting comes from the results in the New Keynesian literature—importantly Clarida et al. (1999) and Woodford (2003)—that inflation in the general price level is costly to the economy. The old Keynesian literature, however, emphasized the importance of wage inflation.\footnote{See Kim and Henderson (2005) for a more detailed discussion and references.} Recent influential theoretical papers support that literature by suggesting to add wage inflation as an additional target variable in the loss function, see e.g. Galí (2011) and our previous analysis of the EHL model in Section 3.1. In the SW model employed in our analysis, both nominal wages and prices are sticky. It is therefore conceivable that wage
inflation may be equally or even more important to stabilize than price inflation. In addition to studying nominal wage inflation, it is of interest to examine to what extent other labor market variables like employment or hours worked can substitute for overall economic activity within the model. Hence, we propose to study the following augmented loss function:

\[ L^a_t = \lambda^a_{\pi^a_t} (\pi^a_t - \pi^a)^2 + \lambda^a_{\Delta w^a_t} (\Delta w^a_t - \Delta u^a)^2 + \lambda^a_{e^a} e^a_t, \quad (26) \]

where \( \Delta w^a_t \) denotes annualized nominal wage inflation (and \( \Delta u^a \) its steady state rate of growth), and \( e_t \) involves a measure of activity in the labor market.

Table 3: Variations of the Loss Function: Gap Variables in (26).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loss Function</th>
<th>( \lambda^a_{\pi^a_t} )</th>
<th>( \lambda^a_{\Delta w^a_t} )</th>
<th>( \lambda^a_{\Delta w^a_t} )</th>
<th>( \lambda^a_{\pi^a_t} )</th>
<th>CEV (%)</th>
<th>Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benchmark</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1.546</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>1.260</td>
<td>−2673.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adding ( \Delta w^a_t )</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>3.216</td>
<td>1.485</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>0.029</td>
<td>32.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adding ( \Delta w^a_t ), impose ( \lambda^a = 0.01 )</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.01*</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacing ( \pi^a_t ) with ( \Delta w^a_t )</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>27.3%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adding ( l^gap_t )</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.880</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>0.518</td>
<td>0.043</td>
<td>1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacing ( y^gap_t ) with ( l^gap_t )</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>3.250</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>−14.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacing ( [\pi^a_t, y^gap_t] ) with ( \Delta w^a_t, l^gap_t )</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>4.044</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>63.3%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The table reports variations of the simple objective (26). \( y^gap_t \) is used as the measure of \( x_t \), and \( l^gap_t \) is used as the measure of \( e_t \). The numbers in the “Gain” column are computed as 100 \( (1 - \frac{\text{CEV}_{\text{LFalt}}}{\text{CEV}_{\text{Bench}}}) \), where \( \text{CEV}_{\text{LFalt}} \) is the CEV for the alternative loss function and 0.044 is the “Benchmark” objective CEV (row 1). A “*” after a coefficient implies that the value of this coefficient has been imposed.

In Table 3, we report results for this augmented loss function (26) when \( x_t \) is given by the output gap and \( e_t \) is given by the hours worked per capita gap \( l^gap_t \), respectively. The labor market gap, defined as \( l^gap_t = l_t - l^pot_t \), differs from the output gap because of the presence of capital in the production function. The first row re-states the benchmark results, i.e. with the optimized weight on \( y^gap_t \) in Table 1. The second row adds wage inflation to the loss function. Relative to the unit weight on inflation, the optimized objective function would ask for a weight of roughly 3.2 for the output gap term, and a weight of about 1.5 for nominal wage inflation volatility, which is higher than the normalized weight on price inflation volatility. The level of welfare when adding \( \Delta w_t \) is substantially higher (by 32.8 percent, when measured by the decrease in loss) than under the benchmark case.37

In our framework with inefficient cost-push shocks and capital accumulation, the introduction of \( \Delta w^a_t \) in the loss function does not make the presence of \( y^gap_t \) irrelevant, supporting the results we

---

37 In results not shown, we have found that the optimized weights in the tri-variate loss function in the second row of Table 3 change little with respect to the inefficient markup shocks. Given that the weights in a simple mandate have unique optimal weights only when it mimics Ramsey policy (see Section 3), this finding suggests that the tri-variate loss function approximates Ramsey policy very closely. Accordingly, this loss function – which features a high weight on the output gap – supports the finding in Table 2 that the share of efficient and inefficient shocks does not change the overall message that the weight on the output-gap should be high.
established in Section 3.1 with the EHL model. The third row makes this clear by showing that the welfare loss is very high for a mandate which includes both price and wage inflation but imposes a low weight on the output gap.\textsuperscript{38} Moreover, we learn from the fourth row in the table that, although $\Delta w_i$ receives a larger coefficient than $\pi_t$, responding to price inflation is still welfare enhancing; when dropping $\pi_t$ the welfare gain is somewhat lower than in the trivariate loss function. Also, the optimal weight on economic activity remains high.

Figure 5: CEV (in percentage points) as Function of $\lambda^a$ for Alternative Simple Mandates.

![CEV Graph](image)

Note: The figure plots the CEV (in %) for the simple mandate with price inflation and output gap (solid line) and wage inflation and labor gap (dashed line). The coordinate with an 'o' mark shows the CEV for the optimized weight.

The fifth column of Table 3 adds the labor market gap as an additional target variable. Unlike wage inflation, the inclusion of the labor market gap by itself does not increase welfare much. Moreover, given that price inflation is the nominal anchor, replacing the output gap with the labor gap results in a welfare deterioration of about 14 percent relative to our benchmark specification as can be seen from the sixth row. However, when price inflation is also replaced by wage inflation as a target variable, the labor gap performs much better and generates a substantial welfare gain of 63 percent relative to our benchmark specification.

\textsuperscript{38} Notice that the results in footnote 20, which states that a loss function with price- and wage-inflation only is isomorphic to a loss function with the output gap, is contingent on equal $\kappa$’s and no inefficient shocks and hence do not apply here. Moreover, because the obtained weight for nominal wage inflation is close to nil when $\lambda^a$ is fixed to 0.01, the CEV reported in Table 3 is about the same as the CEV reported for the lowest value of $\lambda^a$ in Figure 3 for the benchmark calibration, recalling that the figure shows CEVs for the output gap when varying $\lambda^a$ between 0.01 and 5. Accordingly, it follows from the discussion of the results in Figure 3 that a loss function with only price and wage inflation is not observationally equivalent to a loss function in which the output gap is included even when the inefficient markup shocks are excluded; the optimized weight on the output gap is large even in this case, consistent with the analysis in Section 3.1. However, the absolute difference in CEV is much smaller in these cases: CEV is 0.03 for the pure price-wage inflation mandate, whereas it equals 0.016 (cf. last row in Table 2) when the output gap is included with a large weight.
In Figure 5, we plot CEV as a function of $\lambda^a$ for a simple mandate targeting price inflation and the output gap as well as a mandate targeting wage inflation and the labor market gap. Interestingly, we see from the figure that $\lambda^a$ has to exceed 2 in order for the wage-labor simple mandate to dominate. So although the wage-labor gap mandate dominates the inflation-output gap mandate, the figure makes clear that a rather large $\lambda^a$ is required for this to happen; strict nominal wage inflation targeting is thus very costly for society in terms of welfare. On the other hand, a beneficial aspect of the wage inflation-labor gap mandate is that if $\lambda^a$ indeed exceeds this threshold, then the CEV stays essentially flat instead of slightly increasing as is the case for the inflation-output gap mandate.

We also examine the role of labor market variables when only observable variables are included; hence, we consider levels instead of gap variables. As shown in Table 4, the role played by nominal wage inflation is not as prominent when $x_t$ in (26) is represented by the level of output (as deviation from a linear trend) instead of the output gap. The welfare gain relative to the benchmark case is only 5.3 percent higher when wage inflation is included. Accordingly, welfare is reduced by one percent—the third row—when price inflation is omitted. On the other hand, adding hours worked per capita enhances the welfare of households by nearly 30 percent. Finally, we see from the last row that a mandate with only wage inflation and hours worked performs the best, reducing the welfare cost associated with the simple mandate by nearly 34 percent relative to the benchmark objective.

Table 4: Variations of the Loss Function: Level Variables in (26).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loss Function</th>
<th>$\lambda^a$: $\pi^a_t$</th>
<th>$\lambda^a$: $y_t - \bar{y}_t$</th>
<th>$\lambda^a_{\Delta w}$: $\Delta w^a_t$</th>
<th>$\lambda^a_e$: $l_t - \bar{l}$</th>
<th>CEV (%)</th>
<th>Gain</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Benchmark</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.544</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>0.244</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adding $\Delta w^a_t$</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.954</td>
<td>0.463</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>0.230</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacing $\pi_t$ with $\Delta w^a_t$</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1.054</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>0.246</td>
<td>-1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adding $l_t - \bar{l}$</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>0.392</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1.344</td>
<td>0.171</td>
<td>29.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacing $y_t - \bar{y}_t$ with $l_t - \bar{l}$</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>2.947</td>
<td>0.210</td>
<td>13.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replacing $[\pi_t, y_t - \bar{y}_t]$ with $[\Delta w^a_t, l_t - \bar{l}]$</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>3.475</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>33.8%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The table reports variations of the simple objective (26). $y_t - \bar{y}_t$ is used as the measure for $x_t$, and $l_t - \bar{l}$ is used as the measure of $e_t$. The numbers in the “Gain” column are computed as $100 \left( 1 - \frac{\text{CEV}_{LF \text{alt}}}{\text{CEV}_{\text{Benchmark}}} \right)$, where CEV$_{LF \text{alt}}$ is the CEV for the alternative loss function and 0.2440 is the “Benchmark” objective CEV (row 1).

Our conclusion is that while a standard objective with price inflation and the output gap generates small welfare losses relative to the Ramsey policy (just above 0.04% of the steady-state consumption), it makes sense within the SW model—which features substantial frictions in the labor market—to target wage inflation and a labor market gap instead. Doing so would reduce the welfare costs of the simple mandate even further. Moreover, we have shown that this conclusion is
robust even if one considers the level of output and hours worked instead of their deviations from potential. Still, because the SW model does not incorporate several realistic frictions in the labor market—such as imperfect risk sharing due to unemployment risk or search frictions—it would be interesting to extend the analysis into models that are more realistic along those dimensions, such as the models by Gali, Smets and Wouters (2011), Ravenna and Walsh (2012a,b) among others. It is conceivable that the optimal weight on economic activity and labor variables would be even higher if we had considered these additional frictions in labor markets. Even so, we acknowledge the political difficulties of targeting certain labor market variables (like the rate of increase in nominal wages), which in practice likely means that the most important aspect of these results is that we find a robust and important role for economic activity in the central banks objective (may it be output or hours worked) even without additional labor market frictions, in line with our benchmark results in Table 1.

5.2 Volatility of Interest Rates

In addition to inflation and some measure of resource utilization, simple objectives often include a term involving the volatility of interest rates; see e.g. Rudebusch and Svensson (1999). In practice, this term is often motivated by reference to “aversion to interest-rate variability” and financial stability concerns. From a theoretical perspective, Woodford (2003) derives an extended version of (21) augmented with an interest rate gap term $\lambda_r (r_t^a - r^a)^2$ when allowing for monetary transactions frictions ($r_t^a - r^a$ is the deviation of the annualized nominal policy rate $r_t^a$ around the steady-state annualized policy rate $r^a$).

As an alternative, some researchers (e.g. Rudebusch and Svensson, 1999) and policymakers (e.g. Yellen, 2012) instead consider augmenting the objective function with the variance of the change in the short-run interest rate, $\lambda_r (\Delta r_t^a)^2$. By allowing for a lag of the interest rate in the loss function, the specification introduces interest rate smoothing, as the reduced-form solution will feature the lagged interest rate in the central bank’s reaction function. Both specifications, however, will reduce volatility of policy rates because the central bank will, ceteris paribus, tend to be less aggressive in the conduct of monetary policy when $\lambda_r > 0$.

The first row in Table 5 considers the standard Woodford (2003) specification with only $x_t$ as an additional variable to inflation as in (21). The second row in the table includes the $(r_t^a - r^a)^2$ term in the loss function and uses Woodford’s (2003) weights for economic activity and the interest rate (0.048 and 0.077, respectively). The third row reports results for Yellen’s (2012) specification
of the loss function which includes the \((\Delta r_t^a)^2\) term in the loss function instead of \((r_t^a - r^a)^2\) and uses the weights (0.25 and 1.00, respectively). Finally, the last two rows present results when the coefficient on \(x_t\) and the interest rate gap—row 4—and the change in the interest rate gap—row 5—are optimized to maximize the welfare of the households.

Table 5: Sensitivity Analysis: Minimization of (21) with an interest rate term.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loss Function</th>
<th>(x_t): Output Gap</th>
<th>(x_t): Output (dev from trend)</th>
<th>(x_t): Output Growth (Ann.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\lambda^a)</td>
<td>(\lambda_r)</td>
<td>CEV (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodford: only (x_t)</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>0.471</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodford: (r_t^a - r^a)</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.0770</td>
<td>0.462</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellen: (\Delta r_t^a)</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized: (r_t^a - r^a)</td>
<td>1.042</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized: (\Delta r_t^a)</td>
<td>1.042</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The loss function with the level of the interest rate is specified as \((\pi_t^a - \pi^a)^2 + \lambda^a x_t^a + \lambda_r (r_t^a - r^a)^2\), while the loss function with the change in the interest rate is specified as \((\pi_t^a - \pi^a)^2 + \lambda^a x_t^a + \lambda_r (\Delta r_t^a)^2\). See the notes to Table 1 for further explanations.

Turning to the results, we see by comparing the first and second rows in the table that the CEV is not much affected by the introduction of the interest term for the output gap and output. Comparing the third row—the Yellen parameterization—with the Woodford specification in the second row, we see that while welfare improves considerably for all three different \(x_t\) variables, it is only for output growth that this improvement stems from the interest rate term. For the output gap and output, the improvement is mostly due to the higher \(\lambda^a\), which can be confirmed by comparing the dual mandate row in Table 1 with the third row in Table 5.

When allowing for optimal weights (the last two rows in Table 5), we find that the optimized weight on the interest rate term in both cases is driven towards zero for the output gap, implying that the welfare consequences are marginal. Only for output and output growth do we find modest welfare improvements from including either of the two interest rate terms (compared with our benchmark results in Table 1, where CEV equaled 0.244 and 0.302 for output and output growth, respectively). However, in all cases our key finding holds up—some measure of real activity should carry a large weight.

One of the concerns for financial stability is that the nominal interest rate is conventionally the key instrument of monetary policy. In this vein, high volatility of interest rates could be problematic for financial markets if such policies were implemented. An additional concern is whether the probability distribution of nominal rates for the mandates under consideration covers the negative range in a nontrivial way. One of the advantages of specifying a simple mandate, rather than a simple interest rate rule, is that the central bank can choose to use a variety of
instruments to implement the desired objective. Besides nominal interest rates, such instruments can include forward guidance, reserve requirements, asset purchases, money instruments, and other tools. So, even though the zero lower bound on nominal interest rates per se is less of a concern in our analysis, we still want examine to what extent our results are robust to limiting the short-term variability of monetary policy. Although the inclusion of \( r_t^n - r^a \) or \( \Delta r_t^n \) does not improve welfare much, they offer a simple way to examine the extent to which including these interest rate terms mitigates any excessive volatility.\(^{39}\)

To do this exercise, we use a standard approach to limit the standard deviation of the nominal interest rate: Rotemberg and Woodford (1998) adopted the rule of thumb that the steady-state nominal rate minus two standard deviations (std) for the rate should be non-negative. Others, like Adolfson et al. (2011) adopted a three std non-negativity constraint. Since our parameterization of the SW model implies an annualized nominal interest rate of 6.25 percent, the allowable std is 3.125 under the Rotemberg and Woodford’s rule of thumb and slightly below 2.1 under the stricter three-std criterion adopted by Adolfson et al. (2011).

Table 6: Interest Rate Volatility for Output Gap in Loss Function.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loss Function</th>
<th>( \lambda^n )</th>
<th>( \lambda_r )</th>
<th>CEV (%)</th>
<th>std(( r^n_t ))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Woodford</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.471</td>
<td>8.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dual Mandate</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.140</td>
<td>8.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized</td>
<td>1.042</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.044</td>
<td>9.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodford: ( r^n_t - r^a )</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.0770</td>
<td>0.462</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yellen: ( \Delta r^n_t )</td>
<td>0.250</td>
<td>1.0000</td>
<td>0.186</td>
<td>1.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized*: ( r^n_t - r^a )</td>
<td>1.161</td>
<td>0.0770*</td>
<td>0.076</td>
<td>2.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized*: ( \Delta r^n_t )</td>
<td>1.110</td>
<td>1.0000*</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>2.04</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: std(\( r^n_t \)) denotes the standard deviation for the annualized nominal interest rate. \( y^n_{gap} \) is used as the measure of \( x_t \) in the loss function. The * in the last two rows denote that these values have been fixed, and are hence not optimized.

Table 6 reports the result of our exercise. For brevity of exposition we focus on the output gap only, but the results are very similar for output level and output growth. As seen from the first three rows in the table, the objective functions in Table 1 that involve only inflation and the output gap are indeed associated with high interest rate volatility. The std’s are all around 9 percentage points—a few times bigger than our thresholds. Hence, these loss functions are contingent on unrealistically large movements in the short-term policy rate. Turning to the fourth and fifth rows, which report results for the Woodford and Yellen loss functions augmented with interest rate terms,

\(^{39}\) Another option to circumvent the zero lower bound problem is to increase the inflation target. However, given that raising the inflation target appears difficult to implement in practice, we preferred to conduct this analysis through the more traditional inclusion of interest rate smoothing terms.
we see that the std’s for the policy rate shrink by almost a factor of ten; these specifications are hence clearly consistent with reasonable movements in the stance of monetary policy.

The last two rows in the table report results when we re-optimize the weight on the output gap ($\lambda^a$), given a weight of 0.077 for $(r_{t}^a - r^o)^2$ (next-to-last row) and 1 for $(\Delta r_{t}^o)^2$ (last row) in the loss function. As seen from the last column, these policies generate considerably lower interest rate volatility relative to the optimized loss function which excludes any interest rate terms, and the obtained std’s are in line with even the three-std threshold applied by Adolfson et al. (2011). To compensate for the interest rate terms, the optimization generates a slightly higher $\lambda^a$ compared with the simple loss function with the output gap only. Overall, the lower flexibility to adjust policy rates is associated with lower welfare; the CEV roughly doubles in both cases. But it is notable that the CEV does not increase to the same extent as std($r_{t}^o$) is reduced, reflecting that the central bank—which is assumed to operate under commitment—can still influence the long-term interest rate effectively by smaller but persistent movements of the short-term policy rate. Therefore, we can conclude that our benchmark result of a large weight on the real activity term holds for a plausible degree of interest rate volatility.

It should be noted that the favourable performance of the nominal wage growth-labor gap simple mandate in Table 3 is also contingent on a relatively high interest rate volatility. However, when we augment the wage-labor loss function with an interest rate term, we find that the CEV is about twice as low as the inflation-output gap based objective which imposes the same interest rate volatility. Thus, the labor based mandate still outperforms the inflation-output gap mandate, conditional on much less volatile policy rates.

5.3 Robustness to measurement errors

As pointed out for instance by McCallum (2001) a common counterargument for assigning a prominent role to the output gap is that it is measured with considerable error in real time. Here, we therefore examine the robustness of our findings in Table 1 for the output gap when allowing for realistic, yet substantial, measurement errors. Rudebusch (2001) studied how measurement errors impact the coefficients of the output gap and inflation in optimized interest rate rules; our focus is how measurement errors affect the weight of the output gap in the simple mandate.

To do this exercise, we use the approach in Orphanides and Williams (2002) and assume that the observed output gap, $y_{t}^{gap,obs}$ is related to the true output gap $y_{t}^{gap, true}$ according to the following
This equation says that the observed output gap equals the true output gap plus the difference between the observed and true output gap in the previous period and a "measurement error" shock $\varepsilon_t$. If $\rho < 1$, the regression implies that if no new measurement error shocks occur, the observed gap will eventually converge to the true gap at the rate $\rho$. The central bank is assumed to respond to the observed gap $y_{t}^{\text{gap,obs}}$ in its loss function eq. (21).

Orphanides and Williams estimate several specifications and find that $\rho = 0.95$ and a standard error for $\varepsilon_t (\sigma_{\varepsilon})$ about 0.36 is plausible for eq. (27) on data for the period 1969Q1-2002Q2. The authors consider alternative filtering methods to compare final estimates of natural rates (i.e. two-sided filtering using the full sample period) with retrospective potential levels on data available up to a certain point (i.e. one sided filtering).

However, as the estimates of $\rho$ and $\sigma_{\varepsilon}$ from Orphanides and Williams are based on one vintage of the data, we complement their analysis by estimating eq. (27) for the Smets and Wouters sample period (1965-2004) using the Philly Fed real time data for GDP (in logs). Employing real time data from the Philly Fed incorporates revisions in data vintages which leads to an additional source of measurement errors. We compute a series for $y_{t}^{\text{gap,obs}}$ using the last HP-filtered observation in each vintage of the GDP releases. $y_{t}^{\text{gap,true}}$ is simply measured as the HP-filtered GDP series available today. This crude approach to compute the output gap in real-time should be seen as providing an upper bound of the real-time errors as the HP-filter is widely known to have endpoint problems. When running the regression (27) for this data, we obtain $\rho = 0.92$ and $\sigma_{\varepsilon} = 0.63$. Rudebusch (2001) uses official real-time estimates of the gap and reports lower persistence ($\rho = 0.75$) but higher standard error ($\sigma_{\varepsilon} = 0.84$). As expected, our crude approach provides a higher unconditional volatility of the measurement error ($\sigma_{\varepsilon}^2/(1 - \rho^2) = 2.58$ compared to Rudebusch’s 1.61).

In Table 7, we report the benchmark results without measurement errors together with the three alternative calibrations with measurement errors. As can be seen from the table, the optimal weight $\lambda^a$ is only slightly lower under the Orphanides and Williams estimates. With Rudebusch’s estimates (lower correlation and higher standard deviation), the optimized output gap weight is almost unchanged. With our HP-filtered real time data, which by its simplicity gives an upper bound for how large measurement errors can be in real time, we find $\lambda^a = 0.92$ which is only about one-tenth lower than our benchmark case. Hence, welfare is enhanced by attaching a large weight on the output gap even though the observed gap is impaired by significant errors in real-time.
Table 7: Results when the output gap is measured with errors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Measurement of Output Gap</th>
<th>$\lambda^a$</th>
<th>CEV (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No measurement errors</td>
<td>1.042</td>
<td>0.044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orphanides and Williams</td>
<td>0.969</td>
<td>0.084</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rudebusch</td>
<td>1.024</td>
<td>0.209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HP-filtered Real Time Data</td>
<td>0.918</td>
<td>0.157</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The table reports optimized weights on the output gap in the loss function (21) under alternative assumptions about the influence of measurement errors. The first row assumes that the output gap is measured without errors, the second uses the Orphanides and Williams (2002) calibration with $\rho = 0.95$ and $\sigma_e = 0.36$ in eq. (27), the third uses Rudebusch (2001) estimates $\rho = 0.75$ and $\sigma_e = 0.84$, and the fourth uses our naive approach with HP-filtered data which gives $\rho = 0.92$ and $\sigma_e = 0.63$.

Another important result in Table 7 is that the CEV is still lower when the gap is measured with errors compared to when either detrended output or output growth replaces the gap as a target variable in the objective. In a “worst case” scenario, CEV equals about 0.21 (Rudebusch’s estimates). For output as deviation from trend and output growth, Table 1 shows that CEV equals 0.24 and 0.30, respectively. Consequently, these results suggest that it is welfare enhancing to target the observed output gap (even though it is measured with errors) rather than settling for targeting output in levels or the growth rate of output.

6 Conclusions

There appears to be broad consensus among academics that central banks should primarily focus on price stability and devote only modest effort to stabilize measures of real economic activity. Many influential studies in the monetary policy literature show that such a behavior would deliver the best possible policy from a social welfare perspective. Given this, it is not surprising that essentially all instrument-independent central banks have been asked to focus on price stability with little or no role for stabilizing some measure of resource utilization; the outlier is the U.S. Federal Reserve that has a strong focus on economic activity through its dual mandate. The question is then: Is the Fed’s dual mandate redundant or even welfare deteriorating?

This paper examined this question within the context of an estimated medium-scale model for the US economy, and showed that the prevailing consensus may not be right. Looking at measures of economic activity seems to be more important than previously recognized in academia and in policy circles. And although our results are based on a model estimated for the U.S. economy, our result is relevant to all economies affected by non-trivial real rigidities and inefficient shocks, thus displaying a relevant trade-off between stabilizing inflation and economic activity. For instance, the similarities in parameter estimates of macromodels of the Euro area (see e.g. Adolfsen et al. 2005,
and Smets and Wouters, 2003) and the U.S. suggest that our results should be relevant for Europe as well.

In practice, it is of course difficult to assess the importance of real rigidities and the role inefficient shocks may play in magnifying policy trade-offs. But that argument does not invalidate our main conclusion. A central bank that assigns a high weight to measures of economic activity would deliver good economic outcomes even in the absence of relevant policy trade-offs.\footnote{If we follow Nekarda and Ramey (2013) and define the markup as the inverse of the labor share, we find that shocks to the markup exert a significant influence on output using a medium-sized VAR similar to Christiano, Eichenbaum and Evans (2005). These results, available upon request, suggest that price markup shocks may indeed be relevant for business cycle fluctuations.}

During the recent financial crisis many central banks, including the Federal Reserve and the Bank of England, cut policy rates aggressively to prevent further declines in resource utilization although the fall in inflation and inflation expectations were modest. By traditional metrics, such as the Taylor (1993) rule, these aggressive and persistent cuts may be interpreted as a shift of focus from price stability to resource utilization by central banks during and in the aftermath of the recession. Our results make the case for a stronger response to measures of economic activity even during normal times. In our model, the policy trade-offs mainly arise from imperfections in goods and labor markets. Considering an economy where inefficiencies are primarily associated with frictions in the financial markets would be an interesting extension to address some of the recent debates. Recent work by Laureys, Meeks, and Wanengkirtyo (2016) suggests that including financial variables in the central bank’s loss function improves welfare, but that the weight on financial variables is low and the weight on the output gap remains very high. This is supportive of the central tenet in our paper, but further work in this important area is needed before one can draw firmer conclusions.

Using a calibrated open-economy model, Benigno and Benigno (2008) studied how international monetary cooperative allocations could be implemented through inflation targeting aimed at minimizing a quadratic loss function consisting of only domestic variables such as GDP, inflation, and the output gap. It would thus be interesting to extend our investigation to an open economy framework with an estimated two-country model of, for example, the United States and the euro area. Another interesting extension would be to examine our results in models with additional labor market dynamics and frictions.

Finally, our analysis postulated that central banks operate in an almost ideal situation, with the exception of not being able to measure the output gap accurately in real time. In this respect our approach could be extended to study the design of simple policy objectives in even more
realistic situations, in which the central bank faces uncertainty about the structure of the underlying economy or cannot implement their desired policies because of implementation lags or credibility problems.
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Appendix A  The Linear Quadratic Approximation

In this appendix, we provide the details of the linear quadratic approximation that was used in our paper. We show that our algorithm can handle the case of a distorted steady state and generates the correct linear approximation. In addition, we provide conditions under which our legitimate linear quadratic approximation approach and a simpler illegitimate approach provide the same results.

A.1  A General Non-Linear Problem

We first specify the general non-linear problem in order to establish the conditions under which the linear-quadratic approximation is an accurate approximation.

Consider the following optimization problem:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Max}_{y} & \quad U (y) \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad G (y) = 0,
\end{align*}
\]

where \(U\) is the non-linear objective function, \(G\) is the vector of \(m\) non-linear constraints, and \(y\) is the vector of variables where for convenience we consider controls and states jointly. A dynamic problem can be accommodated in this notation by appropriately defining \(U\), \(G\), and \(y\).\(^{A.1}\)

Taking first order conditions one obtains:

\[
U_{y} + \gamma' G_{y} = 0, \tag{A.2}
\]

where \(\gamma\) is a vector of Lagrange multipliers. After linearizing the first order conditions and the constraints, one obtains:

\[
(y - \bar{y})' \bar{U}_{yy} + (\gamma - \bar{\gamma})' \bar{G}_{y} + \sum_{m} \bar{\gamma}_{m} (y - \bar{y})' \bar{G}_{y} = 0, \tag{A.3}
\]

\[
(y - \bar{y})' \bar{G}_{y} = 0, \tag{A.4}
\]

where variables and functions with bars are evaluated at the steady state. The system of equations determines the solution of the non-linear system where the laws of motion are approximated to first order. In a dynamic context, standard techniques can be used to compute the solution to this system of equations, for instance the method outlined by Anderson and Moore (1985).

\(^{A.1}\) Note that we suppress the time-dimension as a dynamic problem unnecessarily complicates the notation without materially changing the results. The only additional feature is that one needs to consider the timeless perspective (see Woodford, 2003) for the linear-quadratic approximation to be valid. Details are available upon request from the authors.
A.2 Linear-Quadratic Approximation: A General Approach

A second-order approximation to utility yields:

\[ U(y) = \bar{U}_y (y - \bar{y}) + \frac{1}{2} (y - \bar{y})' \bar{U}_{yy} (y - \bar{y}). \]  
(A.5)

A second-order approximation to a constraint \( m \) yields

\[ G^m_y = G^m_y (y - \bar{y}) + \frac{1}{2} (y - \bar{y})' G^m_{yy} (y - \bar{y}) = 0. \]  
(A.6)

One can sum equation (A.5) and equations (A.6) for each \( m \) with weights \( 1 \) and \( \tilde{\gamma}' \). This operation is valid since the constraints are equal to zero. In this case we obtain:

\[ U(y) = \bar{U}_y (y - \bar{y}) + \frac{1}{2} (y - \bar{y})' \bar{U}_{yy} (y - \bar{y}) + \sum_m \tilde{\gamma}_m \left[ \bar{G}^m_y (y - \bar{y}) + \frac{1}{2} (y - \bar{y})' \bar{G}^m_{yy} (y - \bar{y}) \right]. \]  
(A.7)

Noting that \( \bar{U}_y + \sum_m \tilde{\gamma}_m \bar{G}^m_y = \bar{U}_y + \tilde{\gamma}' \bar{G}_y = 0 \) where the last equality comes from using equation (A.2) at the steady state, one can simplify equation (A.7) further:

\[ U(y) = \frac{1}{2} (y - \bar{y})' \bar{U}_{yy} (y - \bar{y}) + \sum_m \tilde{\gamma}_m \frac{1}{2} (y - \bar{y})' \bar{G}^m_{yy} (y - \bar{y}). \]  
(A.8)

Now use the transformed objective function (A.8) in the maximization problem:

\[ \max_y \frac{1}{2} (y - \bar{y})' \bar{U}_{yy} (y - \bar{y}) + \sum_m \tilde{\gamma}_m \frac{1}{2} (y - \bar{y})' \bar{G}^m_{yy} (y - \bar{y}) \]  
(A.9)

s.t. : \( (y - \bar{y})' \bar{G}_y = 0. \)

Taking first order conditions one obtains:

\[ (y - \bar{y})' \bar{U}_{yy} + \tilde{\gamma}' \bar{G}_y + \sum_m \tilde{\gamma}_m (y - \bar{y})' \bar{G}^m_{yy} = 0. \]  
(A.10)

Since equation (A.10) is equal to equation (A.3), which is valid in any model, we can conclude that our approach is valid in general, even in models with a distorted steady state.\(^{A.2}\) This is the approach we employ in the paper since it also delivers correct results with a distorted steady state. The reader is referred to Benigno and Woodford (2012) for additional details.

\(^{A.2}\) Note it is immaterial to write \((\gamma - \bar{\gamma})' \bar{G}_y \) instead of \(\tilde{\gamma}' \bar{G}_y\).
A.3 Linear-Quadratic Approximation: A Simple Approach for a Non-Distorted Steady State

There is a simpler approach but it only delivers correct results if the steady state is non-distorted. The problem of maximizing the second-order approximation to utility in equation (A.5) subject to a first-order approximation to the constraints is

\[
\begin{align*}
\max_y & \quad U_y(y - \bar{y}) + \frac{1}{2} (y - \bar{y})' \bar{U}_{yy} (y - \bar{y}) \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad (y - \bar{y})' \bar{G}_y = 0.
\end{align*}
\]

Maximizing the second-order approximation to utility subject to a first-order approximation to the constraints is

\[
\begin{align*}
\max_y & \quad U_y(y - \bar{y}) + \frac{1}{2} (y - \bar{y})' \bar{U}_{yy} (y - \bar{y}) \\
\text{s.t.} & \quad (y - \bar{y})' \bar{G}_y = 0.
\end{align*}
\]

Taking first order conditions one obtains:

\[
\bar{U}_y + (y - \bar{y})' \bar{U}_{yy} + \gamma' \bar{G}_y = 0.
\]

Equation (A.3) is directly comparable with equation (A.12). As is easily seen, this LQ approach does not usually give the correct solution.\(^3\) Benigno and Woodford (2012) referred to this alternative linear-quadratic approximation as a “naive” LQ approximation.

In special circumstances, the direct approach leading to equation (A.12) yields the correct solution. This is the case when the economy at steady state is at the unconstrained optimum. Also one needs to use substitution of variables such that all market clearing conditions and feasibility are not present in \(G(y)\). That means that:

\[
\bar{U}_y = 0,
\]

and hence according to equation A.2:

\[
\gamma' \bar{G}_y = 0.
\]

In this case, equations (A.12) and (A.10) coincide, and are given by:

\[
(y - \bar{y})' \bar{U}_{yy} = 0.
\]

Note that it is not required that the economy is always at the unconstrained optimum. It suffices that is the case at the steady state.\(^4\) This approach is used for instance in Levine, McAdam and Pearlman (2008).

---

\(^3\) This incorrect result is the first of the two pitfalls of linearization methods discussed in Kim and Kim (2007).

\(^4\) Note that we have abused notation by not having distinguished explicitly endogenous and exogenous variables. While this distinction is important, it would complicate the notation without changing the intuition. For details see Benigno and Woodford (2012). In our notation, we can always append the exogenous variables to the vector \(y\).
In our case, the difference between output with the distorted and non-distorted steady state is 6%. Woodford (2003) shows that if distortions are small then the optimal response to economic shocks does not change. Still, we employ the approach that can handle the distorted steady state since this is the empirically more realistic benchmark.

**Appendix B  Additional Analytical Results**

**B.1 FOCs in Canonical Sticky Price and Wage Model**

Minimizing the loss function (12), subject to (9)-(11) one obtains the first-order conditions

\[ \pi_t^p - \Delta \varsigma_{1,t} + \varsigma_{3,t} = 0 \]  
\[ \lambda_{\omega t}^o - \Delta \varsigma_{2,t} - \varsigma_{3,t} = 0 \]  
\[ \lambda_{y t}^o - \gamma_t gap + \kappa_{y t} \varsigma_{1,t} + \kappa_{\omega t} \varsigma_{2,t} = 0 \]

\[ \partial_{p t} \varsigma_{1,t} - \partial_{\omega t} \varsigma_{2,t} + \varsigma_{3,t} - \beta E_t \varsigma_{3,t+1} = 0, \]

where \( \varsigma_{1,t}, \varsigma_{2,t}, \varsigma_{3,t} \) are Lagrange multipliers. In the particular case with \( \kappa_p = \kappa_w = \kappa \) and \( \lambda_{\omega t}^o = \partial_{p t}/\partial_{w t} \), combining eqs. (B.16)-(B.18) gives the targeting rule

\[ \partial_{w t} \pi_t^p + \partial_{p t} \pi_t^w = -\frac{\lambda_{y t}^o}{\kappa} \delta_{w t} (\gamma_t gap - \gamma_{t-1} gap), \]

which coincides with eq. (15) in the main text.

**B.2 Inefficient Cost-Push Shocks**

We discuss here the impact of cost-push shocks. In order to do this, we consider a simplified version of the model with perfect competition in the labor market. But the results we present below generalize to the case with sticky wages and exogenous wage markup shocks.

In the standard New Keynesian model with sticky prices only, the Ramsey policy is

\[ \frac{1}{2} E_0 \sum_{t=0}^{\infty} \beta^t \left[ \pi_t^2 + \lambda_{y t}^o (\gamma_t gap)^2 \right] \]

\[ s.t.: \pi_t = \beta E_t \pi_{t+1} + \kappa_{y t} gap + u_t, \]

where \( u_t \) in the second equation represents a cost-push shock, i.e. inefficient exogenous variations in the markup of the firms in the monopolistic goods sector. The laws of motion of the economy are given by the NK Phillips curve and the optimality condition

\[ \pi_t = -\frac{\lambda_{y t}^o}{\kappa} (\gamma_t gap - \gamma_{t-1} gap) \]
for $t \geq 1$ and $\pi_0 = -\frac{\lambda^{\text{opt}}}{\kappa} \gamma_0^{\text{gap}}$ for $t = 0$. With cost-push shocks, the solution of the Ramsey system is:

\[
\begin{align*}
y_0^{\text{gap}} &= -\frac{\kappa \delta}{\lambda^{\text{opt}} (1 - \beta \rho_u)} u_0, \\
y_t^{\text{gap}} &= \delta y_{t-1}^{\text{gap}} - \frac{\kappa \delta}{\lambda^{\text{opt}} (1 - \delta \beta \rho_u)} u_t,
\end{align*}
\]  
(B.23)  
(B.24)

where $\delta \equiv \frac{1 - \sqrt{1 - 4 \beta a^2}}{2a \beta}$ and $a \equiv \frac{\lambda}{\lambda^{\text{opt}} (1 + \beta) + \kappa \gamma_0^{\text{gap}}}$. For a central bank with a mandate in which the weight on the output gap is $\lambda$, the laws of motion take the same functional form but where $\lambda^{\text{opt}}$ is substituted by $\lambda$. Hence, it is easy to see that if the central bank’s $\lambda$ differs from $\lambda^{\text{opt}}$, the solution for the simple mandate does not mimic that under the optimal policy. An important implication is that complete stabilization of the output gap is generally non-optimal when cost-push shocks are present.

In this model, the Blanchard-Galí’s (2008) divine coincidence result only holds when cost push shocks are not present, that is $\sigma (u_t) = 0$. Without cost-push shocks, the solution is given by $\pi_t = y_t^{\text{gap}} = 0 \forall t$ for any weight $\lambda \geq 0$. Thus, the simple mandate mimics the optimal policy for any choice of $\lambda$. The same result holds in a model with sticky-wages and flexible prices. This result clarifies why in Figure 3 without inefficient shocks (the blue line) welfare as a function of $\lambda \geq 0$ is essentially flat and why there is curvature with the benchmark calibration.

**Appendix C  The Smets and Wouters (2007) Model**

Below, we describe the firms’ and households’ problem in the model, and state the market clearing conditions.

**C.1  Firms and Price Setting**

*Final Goods Production* The single final output good $Y_t$ is produced using a continuum of differentiated intermediate goods $Y_t(f)$. Following Kimball (1995), the technology for transforming these intermediate goods into the final output good is

\[
\int_0^1 G_Y \left( \frac{Y_t(f)}{Y_t} \right) df = 1.
\]  
(C.25)
Following Dotsey and King (2005) and Levin, López-Salido and Yun (2007) we assume that $G_Y(\cdot)$ is given by a strictly concave and increasing function; its particular parameterization follows SW:

$$G_Y\left(\frac{Y_t(f)}{Y_t}\right) = \left(\frac{\phi_p}{1-(\phi_p-1)\epsilon_p}\right)\left(\frac{Y_t(f)}{Y_t}\right) + \left(\frac{\phi_p-1}{\phi_p}\right)\frac{1-(\phi_p-1)\epsilon_p}{\phi_p} + \left[1 - \frac{\phi_p}{1-(\phi_p-1)\epsilon_p}\right],$$

(C.26)

where $\phi_p \geq 1$ denotes the gross markup of the intermediate firms. The parameter $\epsilon_p$ governs the degree of curvature of the intermediate firm’s demand curve. When $\epsilon_p = 0$, the demand curve exhibits constant elasticity as with the standard Dixit-Stiglitz aggregator. When $\epsilon_p$ is positive—as in SW—this introduces more strategic complementarity in price setting which causes intermediate firms to adjust prices less to a given change in marginal cost.

Firms that produce the final output good $Y_t$ are perfectly competitive in both the product and factor markets, and take as given the price $P_t(f)$ of each intermediate good $Y_t(f)$. They sell units of the final output good at a price $P_t$, and hence solve the following problem:

$$\max_{\{Y_t, Y_t(f)\}} P_t Y_t - \int_0^1 P_t(f) Y_t(f) df,$$

subject to the constraint (C.25).

**Intermediate Goods Production** A continuum of intermediate goods $Y_t(f)$ for $f \in [0, 1]$ is produced by monopolistically competitive firms, which utilize capital services $K_t(f)$ and a labor index $L_t(f)$ (defined below) to produce its respective output good. The form of the production function is Cobb-Douglas:

$$Y_t(f) = \varepsilon_t^a K_t(f)^\alpha \left[\gamma^t L_t(f)\right]^{1-\alpha} - \gamma^t \Phi,$$

(C.28)

where $\gamma^t$ represents the labour-augmenting deterministic growth rate in the economy, $\Phi$ denotes the fixed cost (which is related to the gross markup $\phi_p$ so that profits are zero in the steady state), and $\varepsilon_t^a$ is total factor productivity which follows the process

$$\ln \varepsilon_t^a = (1 - \rho_a) \ln \varepsilon^a + \rho_a \ln \varepsilon_{t-1}^a + \eta_t^a, \eta_t^a \sim N(0, \sigma_a).$$

(C.29)

Firms face perfectly competitive factor markets for renting capital at price $R_{K_t}$ and hiring labor at a price given by the aggregate wage index $W_t$ (defined below). As firms can costlessly adjust either factor of production, the standard static first-order conditions for cost minimization imply that all firms have identical marginal cost per unit of output.

The prices of the intermediate goods are determined by Calvo-Yun (1996) style staggered nominal contracts. The probability $1 - \xi_p$ that any firm $f$ receives a signal to re-optimize its price
$P_t(f)$ is assumed to be independent of the time that it last reset its price. If a firm is not allowed to optimize its price, it adjusts its price by a weighted combination of the lagged and steady-state rate of inflation, i.e., $P_t(f) = (1 + \pi_{t-1})^{\eta} (1 + \pi)^{1-\eta} P_{t-1}(f)$ where $0 \leq \eta \leq 1$ and $\pi_{t-1}$ denotes net inflation in period $t-1$, and $\pi$ the steady-state net inflation rate. A positive value of $\eta$ introduces structural inertia into the inflation process. All told, this leads to the following optimization problem for the intermediate firms

$$\max_{\tilde{P}_t(f)} \mathbb{E}_t \sum_{j=0}^{\infty} (\beta \xi_p)^j \frac{\Xi_{t+j} P_t}{\Xi_{t} \tilde{P}_{t+j}} \left[ \tilde{P}_t(f) \left( \Pi_{s=1}^{j} (1 + \pi_{t+s-1})^{\eta} (1 + \pi)^{1-\eta} \right) - MC_{t+j} \right] Y_{t+j}(f), \quad \text{(C.30)}$$

where $\tilde{P}_t(f)$ is the newly set price. Notice that with our assumptions all firms that re-optimize their prices actually set the same price.

It would be ideal if the markup in (C.26) can be made stochastic and the model can be written in a recursive form. However, such an expression is not available, and we instead directly introduce a shock $\varepsilon^p_t$ in the first-order condition to the problem in (C.30). And following SW, we assume the shock is given by an exogenous ARMA(1,1) process:

$$\ln \varepsilon^p_t = (1 - \rho_p) \ln \varepsilon^p + \rho_p \ln \varepsilon^p_{t-1} + \eta^p_t - \mu_p \eta^p_{t-1}, \eta^p_t \sim N(0, \sigma_p). \quad \text{(C.31)}$$

When this shock is introduced in the non-linear model, we put a scaling factor on it so that it enters exactly the same way in a log-linearized representation of the model as the price markup shock does in the SW model.\textsuperscript{C.6}

### C.2 Households and Wage Setting

We assume a continuum of monopolistically competitive households (indexed on the unit interval), each of which supplies a differentiated labor service to the production sector; that is, goods-producing firms regard each household’s labor services $L_t(h), h \in [0, 1]$, as imperfect substitutes for the labor services of other households. It is convenient to assume that a representative labor aggregator combines households’ labor hours in the same proportions as firms would choose. Thus, the aggregator’s demand for each household’s labor is equal to the sum of firms’ demands. The aggregated labor index $L_t$ has the Kimball (1995) form:

$$L_t = \int_0^1 G_L \left( \frac{L_t(h)}{L_t} \right) dh = 1, \quad \text{(C.32)}$$

\textsuperscript{C.6} Alternatively, we could have followed the specification in Adjemian et al. (2008) and introduced the shock as a tax on the intermediate firm’s revenues in the problem (C.30) directly. The drawback with this alternative approach is that the log-linearized representation of the model would have a different lead-lag structure from the representation in SW. In a later section, we perform robustness analysis with respect to the price- and wage-markup shocks and show that our main result holds.
where the function $G_L(.)$ has the same functional form as (C.26), but is characterized by the corresponding parameters $\epsilon_w$ (governing convexity of labor demand by the aggregator) and $\phi_w$ (gross wage markup). The aggregator minimizes the cost of producing a given amount of the aggregate labor index $L_t$, taking each household’s wage rate $W_t(h)$ as given, and then sells units of the labor index to the intermediate goods sector at unit cost $W_t$, which can naturally be interpreted as the aggregate wage rate.

The utility function of a typical member of household $h$ is

$$U_t = \sum_{j=0}^{\infty} \beta^j \left[ \frac{1}{1-\sigma_c} (C_{t+j}(h) - \alpha C_{t+j-1}) \right]^{1-\sigma_c} \exp \left( \frac{\sigma_c - 1}{1+\sigma_c} L_{t+j}(h)^{1+\sigma_c} \right),$$

(C.33)

where the discount factor $\beta$ satisfies $0 < \beta < 1$. The period utility function depends on household $h$’s current consumption $C_t(h)$, as well as lagged aggregate per capita consumption to allow for external habit persistence through the parameter $0 \leq \alpha \leq 1$. The period utility function also depends inversely on hours worked $L_t(h)$.

Household $h$’s budget constraint in period $t$ states that its expenditure on goods and net purchases of financial assets must equal its disposable income:

$$P_t C_t(h) + P_t I_t(h) + \frac{B_t + B_{t+1}}{\varepsilon_t R_t^t} + \int_s^{t+1} \xi_{s,t+1} B_{D,s}(h) - B_{D,t}(h)$$

$$= B_{t+1}(h) + W_t(h) L_t(h) + R_t^k Z_t(h) K_t^p(h) - a(Z_t(h)) K_t^p(h) + \Gamma_t(h) - T_t(h).$$

(C.34)

Thus, the household purchases part of the final output good (at a price of $P_t$), which it chooses either to consume $C_t(h)$ or invest $I_t(h)$ in physical capital. Following Christiano, Eichenbaum, and Evans (2005), investment augments the household’s (end-of-period) physical capital stock $K_t^{p+1}(h)$ according to

$$K_t^{p+1}(h) = (1-\delta) K_t^{p}(h) + \varepsilon^i_t \left[ 1 - S \left( \frac{I_t(h)}{I_{t-1}(h)} \right) \right] I_t(h).$$

(C.35)

The extent to which investment by each household $h$ turns into physical capital is assumed to depend on an exogenous shock $\varepsilon^i_t$ and how rapidly the household changes its rate of investment according to the function $S \left( \frac{I_t(h)}{I_{t-1}(h)} \right)$, which we specify as

$$S(x_t) = \frac{x_t}{2} (x_t - \gamma)^2.$$

(C.36)

Notice that this function satisfies $S(\gamma) = 0, S'(\gamma) = 0$ and $S''(\gamma) = \varphi$. The stationary investment-specific shock $\varepsilon^i_t$ follows

$$\ln \varepsilon^i_t = \rho_t \ln \varepsilon^i_{t-1} + \eta^i_t, \eta^i_t \sim N(0, \sigma^i).$$

(C.37)
In addition to accumulating physical capital, households may augment their financial assets through increasing their government nominal bond holdings \((B_{t+1})\), from which they earn an interest rate of \(R_t\). The return on these bonds is also subject to a risk-shock, \(\varepsilon^b_t\), which follows

\[
\ln \varepsilon^b_t = \rho_b \ln \varepsilon^b_{t-1} + \eta^b_t, \eta^b_t \sim N(0, \sigma_b) .
\]  

(C.38)

Agents can engage in frictionless trading of a complete set of contingent claims to diversify away idiosyncratic risk. The term \(R_{s; t+1}B_{D; t+1}(h) - B_{D; t}(h)\) represents net purchases of these state-contingent domestic bonds, with \(\xi_{t, t+1}\) denoting the state-dependent price, and \(B_{D; t+1}(h)\) the quantity of such claims purchased at time \(t\).

On the income side, each member of household \(h\) earns after-tax labor income \(W_t(h) L_t(h)\), after-tax capital rental income of \(R^k_t Z_t(h) K^p_t(h)\), and pays a utilization cost of the physical capital equal to \(a(Z_t(h)) K^p_t(h)\) where \(Z_t(h)\) is the capital utilization rate, so that capital services provided by household \(h, K_t(h)\), equals \(Z_t(h) K^p_t(h)\). The capital utilization adjustment function \(a(Z_t(h))\) is assumed to be given by

\[
a(Z_t(h)) = \frac{r^k}{\tilde{z}_1} \left[ \exp \left( \tilde{z}_1 (Z_t(h) - 1) \right) - 1 \right],
\]  

(C.39)

where \(r^k\) is the steady state net real interest rate \((\bar{R}^K_t / \bar{P}_t)\). Notice that the adjustment function satisfies \(a(1) = 0, a'(1) = r^k, \) and \(a''(1) \equiv r^k \tilde{z}_1\). Following SW, we want to write \(a''(1) = z_1 = \psi / (1 - \psi) > 0\), where \(\psi \in [0, 1]\) and a higher value of \(\psi\) implies a higher cost of changing the utilization rate. Our parameterization of the adjustment cost function then implies that we need to set \(\tilde{z}_1 \equiv z_1 / r^k\). Finally, each member also receives an aliquot share \(\Gamma_t(h)\) of the profits of all firms, and pays a lump-sum tax of \(T_t(h)\) (regarded as taxes net of any transfers).

In every period \(t\), each member of household \(h\) maximizes the utility function (C.33) with respect to its consumption, investment, (end-of-period) physical capital stock, capital utilization rate, bond holdings, and holdings of contingent claims, subject to its labor demand function, budget constraint (C.34), and transition equation for capital (C.35).

Households also set nominal wages in Calvo-style staggered contracts that are generally similar to the price contracts described previously. Thus, the probability that a household receives a signal to re-optimize its wage contract in a given period is denoted by \(1 - \xi_w\). In addition, SW specify the following dynamic indexation scheme for the adjustment of the wages of those households that do not get a signal to re-optimize: \(W_t(h) = \gamma (1 + \pi_{t-1})^{t_w} (1 + \pi)^{1-t_w} W_{t-1}(h)\). All told, this leads
to the following optimization problem for the households

$$
\max_{\tilde{W}_t(h)} \mathbb{E}_t \sum_{j=0}^{\infty} \left( \beta \xi \right)^j \frac{Z_{t+j} P_t}{Z_t P_{t+j}} \left[ \tilde{W}_t(h) \left( \Pi_{s=1}^{t+j} \gamma (1 + \pi_{t+s-1})^t w (1 + \pi)^{1-t} \right) - W_{t+j} \right] L_{t+j}(h), \quad (C.40)
$$

where $\tilde{W}_t(h)$ is the newly set wage; notice that with our assumptions all households that reoptimize their wages will actually set the same wage.

Following the same approach as with the intermediate-goods firms, we introduce a shock $\varepsilon^w_t$ in the resulting first-order condition. This shock, following SW, is assumed to be given by an exogenous ARMA(1,1) process

$$
\ln \varepsilon^w_t = (1 - \rho_w) \ln \varepsilon^w + \rho_w \ln \varepsilon^{w-1} + \eta^w_t - \mu_w \eta^w_{t-1}, \eta^w_t \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma_w). \quad (C.41)
$$

As discussed previously, we use a scaling factor for this shock so that it enters in exactly the same way as the wage markup shock in SW in the log-linearized representation of the model.

### C.3 Market Clearing Conditions

Government purchases $G_t$ are exogenous, and the process for government spending relative to trend output, i.e. $g_t = G_t / (\gamma Y)$, is given by the following exogenous AR(1) process:

$$
\ln g_t = (1 - \rho_g) \ln g + \rho_g \ln g_{t-1} + \eta^g_t + \varepsilon^g_t, \eta^g_t \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \sigma_g). \quad (C.42)
$$

Government purchases have no effect on the marginal utility of private consumption, nor do they serve as an input into goods production. Moreover, the government is assumed to balance its budget through lump-sum taxes (which are irrelevant since Ricardian equivalence holds in the model).

Total output of the final goods sector is used as follows:

$$
Y_t = C_t + I_t + G_t + a(Z_t) \tilde{K}_t, \quad (C.43)
$$

where $a(Z_t) \tilde{K}_t$ is the capital utilization adjustment cost.

Finally, one can derive an aggregate production constraint, which depends on aggregate technology, capital, labor, fixed costs, as well as the price and wage dispersion terms.\(^{C.7}\)

### C.4 Model Parameterization

When solving the model, we adopt the parameter estimates (posterior mode) in Tables 1.A and 1.B of SW. We also use the same values for the calibrated parameters. Table A1 provides the relevant values.

\(^{C.7}\) We refer the interested reader to Adjemian, Paries and Moyen (2008) for further details.
Table A.1: Parameter Values in Smets and Wouters (2007).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel A: Calibrated</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>Depreciation rate</td>
<td>0.025</td>
<td>$\epsilon_p$</td>
<td>Kimball Elast. GM</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\phi_w$</td>
<td>Gross wage markup</td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>$\epsilon_w$</td>
<td>Kimball Elast. LM</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$g_y$</td>
<td>Gov’t $G/Y$ ss-ratio</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel B: Estimated</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\varphi$</td>
<td>Investment adj. cost</td>
<td>5.48</td>
<td>$\alpha$</td>
<td>Capital production share</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\sigma_c$</td>
<td>Inv subs. elast. of cons.</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>$\psi$</td>
<td>Capital utilization cost</td>
<td>0.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\kappa$</td>
<td>Degree of ext. habit</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>$\phi_p$</td>
<td>Gross price markup</td>
<td>1.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\xi_w$</td>
<td>Calvo prob. wages</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>$\pi$</td>
<td>Steady state net infl. rate</td>
<td>0.0081</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\sigma_l$</td>
<td>Labor supply elast.</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>$\beta$</td>
<td>Discount factor</td>
<td>0.9984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\xi_p$</td>
<td>Calvo prob. prices</td>
<td>0.65</td>
<td>$l$</td>
<td>Steady state hours worked</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\iota_w$</td>
<td>Ind. for non-opt. wages</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>Steady state gross growth</td>
<td>1.0043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$\iota_p$</td>
<td>Ind. for non-opt. prices</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Panel C: Shock Processes</th>
<th>Shock</th>
<th>Persistence</th>
<th>MA(1)</th>
<th>Std. of Innovation (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Neutral Technology</td>
<td>$\rho_a$</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$\sigma_a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Risk premium</td>
<td>$\rho_b$</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$\sigma_b$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gov’t spending</td>
<td>$\rho_g$</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>$\rho_{ga}$</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inv. Specific Tech.</td>
<td>$\rho_i$</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$\sigma_i$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Price markup</td>
<td>$\rho_p$</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>$\mu_p$</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wage markup</td>
<td>$\rho_w$</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>$\mu_w$</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monetary policy</td>
<td>$\rho_r$</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>$\sigma_r$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: SW estimates $\rho_r = 0.12$ and $\sigma_r = 0.24$, but in our optimal policy exercises these parameters are not present.

There are two issues to notice with regards to the parameters in Table A1. First, we adapt and re-scale the processes of the price and wage markup shocks so that when our model is log-linearized it matches exactly the original SW model. Second, we set the monetary policy shock parameters to nil, as we restrict our analysis to optimal policy.

**Appendix D  Speed Limit Policies & Price- and Wage-Level Targeting**

In this appendix, we examine the performance of speed limit policies (SLP henceforth) advocated by Walsh (2003) and price- and wage-level targeting.

We start with an analysis of SLP. Walsh’s formulation of SLP considered actual growth relative to potential (i.e. output gap growth), but we also report results for actual growth relative to its
steady state to understand how contingent the results are on measuring the change in potential accurately. Moreover, since the results in the previous subsection suggested that simple mandates based on the labor market performed very well, we also study the performance of SLP for a labor market based simple mandate.

We report results for two parameterizations of the SLP objective in Table D.1. In the first row, we use the benchmark weight derived in Woodford (2003). In the second row, we adopt a weight that is optimized to maximize household welfare. Interestingly, we see that when replacing the level of output growth with the growth rate of the output gap \( \Delta y_t^{gap} \), welfare is increased substantially, conditional on placing a sufficiently large coefficient on this variable. However, by comparing these results with those for \( y_t^{gap} \) in Table 1, we find it is still better to target the level of the output gap.

Turning to the SLP objectives based on nominal wage inflation and hours, we see that they perform worse than the standard inflation-output objectives unless the weight on the labor gap is sufficiently large. As is the case for output, the growth rate of the labor gap is preferable to the growth rate of labor itself. But by comparing these results with our findings in Table 3 we see that targeting the level of the labor gap is still highly preferable in terms of maximizing welfare of the households.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameterization</th>
<th>Price Inflation Objective</th>
<th>Wage Inflation Objective</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>( x_t: \Delta y_t )</td>
<td>( x_t: \Delta y_t^{gap} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Woodford</td>
<td>0.048 0.611 0.048 0.525</td>
<td>( \lambda^a ) CEV (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized</td>
<td>2.943 0.302 11.21 0.079</td>
<td>18.60 0.212 21.68 0.058</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The loss function under price inflation is specified as in (21), while the loss function with the annualized nominal wage inflation rate wage is specified as \( (\Delta w_t^a - \Delta w^a)^2 + \lambda^a x_t^2 \), where \( \Delta w^a \) denotes the annualized steady state wage inflation rate; see eq. (26). \( \Delta y_t \) denotes annualized output growth as deviation from the steady state annualized growth rate \( 4 (\gamma - 1) \). \( \Delta y_t^{gap} \) is the annualized rate of growth of output as deviation from potential, i.e. \( 4 (\Delta y_t - \Delta y_t^{pot}) \). The same definitions apply to hours worked. See the notes to Table 1 for further explanations.

Several important papers in the previous literature have stressed the merits of price level targeting as opposed to the standard inflation targeting loss function, see e.g. Vestin (2006). Price level targeting is a commitment to eventually bring back the price level to a baseline path in the face of shocks that create a trade-off between stabilizing inflation and economic activity. Our benchmark flexible inflation targeting objective in eq. (21) can be replaced with a price level targeting objective as follows:

\[
L_t^a = (p_t - \tilde{p}_t)^2 + \lambda^a x_t^2, \tag{D.44}
\]

where \( p_t \) is the actual log-price level in the economy and \( \tilde{p}_t \) is the target log-price level path which
grows with the steady-state net inflation rate \( \pi \) according to \( \bar{\pi}_t = \pi + \bar{\pi}_{t-1} \). When we consider wage level targeting we adopt a specification isomorphic to that in (D.44), but replace the first term with \( w_t - \bar{w}_t \) where \( w_t \) is the nominal actual log-wage and \( \bar{w}_t \) is the nominal target log-wage which grows according to \( \bar{w}_t = \ln(\gamma) + \pi + \bar{w}_{t-1} \), where \( \gamma \) is the gross technology growth rate of the economy (see Table A.1).

In Table D.2, we report results for both price- and wage-level targeting objectives. As can be seen from the table, there are no welfare gains from pursuing price-level targeting relative to our benchmark objective in Table 2, regardless of whether one targets the output or the hours gap. For wage-level targeting, we obtain the same finding (in this case, the relevant comparison is the wage-inflation hours-gap specification in Table 3 which yields a CEV of 0.016). These findings are perhaps unsurprising, given that the welfare costs in our model are more associated with changes in prices and wages (because of indexation) than with accumulated price- and wage-inflation rates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameterization</th>
<th>( \lambda^a )</th>
<th>CEV (%)</th>
<th>( \lambda^a )</th>
<th>CEV (%)</th>
<th>( \lambda^a )</th>
<th>CEV (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Woodford</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.542</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.776</td>
<td>0.048</td>
<td>0.502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Optimized</td>
<td>9.187</td>
<td>0.092</td>
<td>28.41</td>
<td>0.095</td>
<td>11.37</td>
<td>0.064</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: The loss function under price-level targeting is given by (D.44), while the loss function with the nominal wage level is specified as \( L_t^a = (w_t - \bar{w}_t)^2 + \lambda^a x_t^2 \). See the notes to Table 1 for further explanations.